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SILVER CITY, N. M., WEDNESDAY,

ARIZONA'S GOVERNOR.
Grave Charges are Pending
Him in Washington.

Against

Tho Whole lolltlcul Hlntory of Hughe
lilis Itocn Investigated by a
Special Agent.

Governor Huchea of Arizona is on
trial for his official life. The conduct of
his case at the interior department will
probably be the most interesting event
oi inis astnngton week. This is a very
ugly story, in fact quite a splotch upon
the present administration, and one
which has lieen gathering in intensity
and bad odor so long that its concentration now and its full opening by executive aut hority will probably make a very
unwholesome story of government in the
far west.
Charges of various kind have lieen
filed against the governor of Arizona
ever since his appointment. They llegan at once after he took the oath of office, and were so violent and so frequent
that the president and secretary of the
interior merely concluded them to be
only the outcome of political disappointment. For the past six months, however, the charges have come so directly,
have been made so insistently, and in
such large numliers, that the administration has k'en forced to take official
notice of them. About a month ago the
secretary of the interior dispatched his
most dependable secret agent to the territory in order that a thorough investigation of the case could be made.
This has been concluded and a report
of Special Agent Olive's finding is now
in the hands of the secretary. Mr. Olive
himself will be a principal witness in
the case, and he has k'en necessarily
called to Wisconsin, and pending his
rival in Washington the case has lieen
delayed.
Governor Hughes is evidently alarmed
at the situation. He has been liold
heretofore, and has laughed all of his
accusers away. This time, however, he
s evidently displeased with the turn taken by the Olive investigation and has
come to Washington to appear in his
own liehalf liefore the secretary.
Special Agent Olive began work at the
beginning and sent back as the result, of
his work an enormous bundle of charges
made and looked into. Mr. Olive did
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not, however, render any verdict in the their party nominees. T. E.
Farish.also
case, and it is presumed that ho has re- a republican, writes
an open letter.mak-in- g
served this for his personal interview
the same charge.

with the secretary.
A most complete list of the various accusations made against the territorial
executive will probably be found in the
sworn charges made by the chairman of
the territorial democratic committee.
This organization has ever since the last
general election been out after Hughes
with a vengeance, and, determined to
secure his removal.
They claim to begin with, that their action results from
the governor's open coalition with the
republicans in the last congressional
election, which resulted in the sending
of N. 0. Murphy as delegate to congress,
in place of John C. Ilemdon, the democratic nominee. But in the charges
made and sworn to by ihese leading
democrats of the territory, the history of
the governor begins at a very early date.
It seems that he was appointed as a republican by President Grant, to lie attorney general for the territory in 1874,
under Governor Safford. He did not
long retain this office, however, but was
soon engaged in a controversy with the
governor, and was removed from the office and his commission revoked. There
seems some doubt as to the cause of his
removal, but Governor Hughes' accusers
chargo that he was removed by the governor on a charge of blackmail, wherein
he attempted to extort money from the
Lesinsky Pros., at that time owners of
the'Clifton copper mines. The charge
is that this removal was made a matter
of public record in the territory, but
since governor Hughes came into authority ,theso records have lieen removed
froni file or destroved.
A letter written by the governor, how
ever, during the controversy to the Tucson Citizen, which has lieen resurrected.
contains this charge in full. It was at
this time, and as a result of this contro
versy that Hughes liecanie a democrat.
The next charge made is that while running a democratic paper he turned it
over to mining jieople in Tombstone,
against the principios and position of his
party, in the interest of the repeal of the
laws placing a tax on bullion, and, as a
result of this work, openly received half
of the $2,000 lobby fund raised by the
mine owners. Ho is next charged by
affidavits from Hob Paul, a republican,
with trying to extort money from
s
in return for the support of
there-publican-

One of the most startling accusations,
and one which was recently aired in
court, is that Hughes was instrumental
in bringing to Arizona an eastern woman
and marrying her to an insane man,
Judge D. E. Walker by name, of largo
property, for the purpose of defrauding
his heirs. It is these heirs who recently
brought aliout the court trial, and at this
trial, it is said that the governor refused
to answer certain questions put to him
on the ground that he might make himself liable to criminal prosecution.
Another trouble in the territorial
courts was the suit brought by the attorney general of the territory last winter
to restrain the territorial treasurer from
paying certain warrants for claims which
the attorney general held to be illegal.
These were principally claims against
the funding commission fund. In this
suit the governor intervened and allowed
the warrants to lie paid. As theliuditor
for the territory is a brother of the governor it is claimed that all kinds of criminal complicity can he found in the expenditure of territorial moneys.
The federal grand jury of last winter
had under consideration the misappropriation of federal money. J. K.
a
democrat, was a
member of this jury. Lutgarding testified before Special Agent Olive that the
governor
only
escaped
indictment
through the efforts of the republican
mem tiers of the grand jury, one whom
was Fiank K. Wightman, secretary of
the republican county committee of
Yuma county. After the adjournment
of the grand jury the governor appointed '
WighMnan to a position at the territorial
prison, paying him $100 per month.
W. T. .Smith of the Gazette and L. J.
Walfery of the Republican newspapers,
testified that the governor combined
with these papers to print the reports of
the territorial commissioners and of various state institutions in advance of the
meeting of the legislature, and liefore
any appropriations were made. He
agreed to recommend the appropriation
of $1,000 for such services, which amount
is said to be largely in excess of its value.
This agreement is said to have been
made with the understanding that the
money should be divided
lictween
Hughes' paper, the Star, and the Gazette
and Republican. In this claim was a
.
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well-kno-
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bill amounting to $.'00, which was presented to Dr. Norton of the live stock
sanitary commission, for printing ,500
copies of the report of the board. This
the doctor refused to allow, because he
said he had previously had 500 similar
copies printed for $22.50. The protest
of the doctor did not prevail, however,
as the Star Publishing company, thegov-ernor- 's
corporation, presented a bill for
$200 for the printing of the work, and
one of his employes presented a bill for
$114 for the stationery used. For these
sums, it is claimed, the governor's bro
the auditor, drew warrants without
authority and they were paid. Dr. Norton was removed from ollice.
There is quite a lengthy charge of nepotism tiled, and these appointments are
headed by the names of the governor's
son, John T. Hughes, ad his private secretary, and his daughter, Miss Gertrude
Hughes, as professor of elocution at the
territorial university.
Then come political charges galore,
chief of which is the accusation that the
governor combined with the repuplicans
last year to bring ahout the election of a
republican candidate for delegate to congress.
These are only a few of the many
charges which governor Hughes is coining here to answer, and it is their apparently good foundation which leads those
best acquainted with the 'case here to
predict speedy oliicial execution. In
fact, interested democrats here from
Arizona hold that Special Agent Olive
will make a report to the secretary entirely adverse to Hughes and insist upon
an immediate removal. Washington
Cor. Republic.

1U5.

WEEKLY CROP REPORT.
Conditions nre Favorable for a lloiiiitlful
Harvest Thin Month.

The past week has been warm and
to the rapid
growth of all crops. Light local showers
occurred at several stations. The greatest total rainfall reported for the week
was .28 of an inch at Ocate. Albuquerque and Las Vegas were next in amount
with .24 of an inch, and several stations
report nearly as much.
The first cutting of alfalfa has leen
made and an excellent crop retried.
In the southern part the sec.md crop
has already made a wonderful growth.
Small grains in the northern part advanced rapidly and are heading nicely,
while in the southern part they are
nearly ripe and harvest will soon liegin,
with a prospect of a first class report.
Fruit is in good condition and promises
a fine yield. In the soul hern part
peaches are beginning to color.
The markets are now well supplied
with strawberries and early cherries.
The stock ranges have improved steadily and in the northern part are in good
condition; the southern parts need more
rain.
The following extracts from a few of
the reports received at this ollice will be
found of interest.
Albuquerque. M. Custer. A nice
shower with considerable thunder on
the 9th.
Aztec Prof. H. II. Grilln. Warm
nights and hot days, induced rapid plant
growth, where moisture was sullicient.
Alfalfa cutting commenced.
Bernalillo. l.rother
Gabriel. The
past week has been one of dry weather;
Gardens and fields are looking splendid.
Fruit of all kinds has made great improvement, lieans and 'as in bloom.
Plenty of water in the irrigation ditches.
Ciruela. Asa M. Hollenback.
This
week has Ixsen somewhat cloudy, with a
Blight rain on the 13th. Crops doing
fine; made good progress. Grass in
good condition. Stock improving; fruit
crop in excellent condition.
Eddy. Geo. W. Lane. General meteorological condit ions have favored agricultural operations in this vicinity.
Second cutting of alfalfa in progress.
No rain during the week but there is
ample supply of water for irrigating.
Gallinas Springs. J. E. Whitmore.
Good week for crops and vegetables.
Grass growing nicely, and all kinds of
stock doing well.
Las Cruces. New Mexico Agricultural College. The weather has leeii warm
and clear, and on the 12th we had a
small amount of rain. Corn is making1
rapid growth. Small grains nearly all
ripe ; fruit progressing very nicely ; some
varieties of peaches beginning to color up.
Las Vegas.-D- r.F.
H. Atkins. Every

pleaant and favorable

h--

Attempts have been made to l.ave a
post ollice established at some point
Cliff and the Mogollons for the
convenience of ranchmen living Iwtween
these two points. Some of the ranchmen
in that part of the country have to go as
far as thirty miles for their mail. A
postolllce at either Lee's or
would be a great convenience to
many of the residents of the northwest-er- n
part of this county.
If In Search of a New Seiimttloii,
Try the effect of a mud bath at Las Vegas
Hot Snrings, New Mexico. Other forms
of baths ;nay be had there, all especially
beneficial in rheumatic troubles and diseases of the blood. The cool, dry, tonic
air of this resort is just the thing for
tired nerves, and there is nothing so
restful as New Mexico sunshine, esju'ci-all- y
when supplemented hv such fine
service as is given at the Hotel Montezuma, reopened June 20. This famous inn
cannot l)e excelled anywhere in the
Southwest.
Round-tri- p
excursion ticketson sale to
Las Vegas Hot Sprirgj from principal
points. Reached only over t he Santa Fe
Route. For illustrated pamphlet and a
copy of "Land of Sunshine,'' address ü.
T. Nicholson, G. 1'. A., Monadnockl
building, Chicago.
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i.ondition for crops has continued favorable, and all crops growing well. A
quarter of an inch of rain on the first
day of the week, followed by warmer
weather, fostered growth.
Las Alamos. Win. Frank. Crops of
all kinds are progressing nicely; very
little water in the river.
Lower Peñasco.
Hennigvon Rosso.
The past week has been one of foiled expectations, for fanners and stockraisers;
for, although more or less cloudy every
day, it failed to rain. Crops are not suffering for want of rain, and gnus is in
good condition. The Peñasco rose several feet on the llt.h, indicating a good
rainfall in the Sacramento mountains.
Ocate. E. M. Cosner. The condition
and progess of crops is entirely satisfactory. Grass is now in fine order for
stock. Shearing and marketing wool is
now in order.
Puerto de Luna. P. R. Page. Ranges
are in good condition. Crops are making excellent growth.
Ranches of Taos. Alex. Gusdorf.
Weather has lteen quite warm, with
southerly, hot winds. All crops are
doing finely.
Irrigation
has com-

menced, and water supply abundant.
Alfalfa is being harvested, heavy crop.
Rincón. C. II. Raitt, Light rainfall,
but crops in the valley are not suffering.
The stock ranges need more rain. A
good stage of water still remains in the
river.
Rociada. Dr. M. Sparks. Weather
all that could be desired. Wheat, oats
and corn, could not do letter. Everything indicates splendid crops. Stock
in line condition and grass on ranges
splendid.
Ros wel I .Scott Trn x t on
hough
only one shower has fallen at this station the surrounding country has lieen
visited with numerous showers. Ranges
in fine condition and abundant water in
all outlaying holes. Irrigation diches
not needed at present. Cropi in unusually fine condition and weather perfect
for growing them.

.A

Kxrursioii Kates.

Between the dates of June 1st and
SeptemlHT :!0ih,theAlcbison,TiiK'kaand
Santa Fe Railroad Co., will sell from
Silver City, round trip tickets to various
eastern aid northern points at great v
reduced rate., limited for return until
Oct olier 31st, 1805.
Having recently shortened our timo
from Silver City to eastern points, we
are now in position to place our patrons
in Kansas City. St. Louis, or Chicago,
twelve hours ahead of any other line.
Our Eating Houses are uneqnaled, road-Ik'smooth, and equipment modern.
For further information regarding
ra es. limits, connections, etc. call upon
Mr. J. II. Mndge, Agent, Silver Citv, or
address C. II. Morehouse, Division Passenger Agent, at El Paso, Texas.
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Young America will come forth in
force a week from tomorrow to celebrate t Ik' glorious Fourth.
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It is not expected that Charles II.
Ben Green is lamenting the unlucky Jones, for many years a conductor on
day that he came to New Mexico. He the New Mexico division of the Santa Fe,
Newsy Notes of Happenings Purely was indicted for horse stealing in Texas will ever be able to resume his run.
Local.
and concluded that it would be better He has been in Mexico for several
for hiin to try a change of climate. He months under treatment by Dr. Stovall.
came to New Mexico and for several The doctor says that he has paresis of
(irlst of Readable Paragraph Which weeks sojourned at Allison's in the of the brain. Conductor Jones has been
Should No be Overlooked
northwestern part of this county. His troubled with dyspepsia and insomnia
Hy Our Readers.
whereabouts became known to the off- for some time and went to Mexico in
icers and requisition papers were obtained the hope that he would recover. He is
All the schools of the city are now
and two weeks ago Deputy Sheriff Mc- one of the oldest conductors in the em
closed and will remain bo until Septem- Afee went out to get the man. He was ploy of the company and has a host of
ber.
arrested and brought to a point in friends in this territory who will lx
A new roof has been put on the Pio- Greenwood canyon on this side of the grieved to learn of his unfortunate
neer corral and the place has been other- Gila river as was related in The Eagle
wise improved since the fire.
last week.
Rain is needed badly in the Mogollons
He suddenly concluded to take a little now and it is possible that some of the
R. H. SjHied has moved his family out
to his ranch in Burro Ciénega where he trip on his own account and , being on a mills will have to be closed down if there
should not be good rains in the mounwill devote his time to his stock inter- good horse, galloped away from his cus- tains soon.
todians after rounding a sharp point on
est.
W. H. Jack has rented the building at the road where he was out of range of
HAKfcf WE'RE
the corner of Main and Yankie streets, the Winchesters in the wagon. He
the Gila and rode to Allison's
opposite Hinman's furniture store, for
where he stopped to rest the horse and
an office.
stay all night. He told Allison that McJ. P. Byron came up from Deming
Afee could not possibly get there until
last Thursday and returned home Frithe next day, but he reckoned without
day morning with Mrs. Byron, who has
his host. His pursuers were there be
been in the hospital here for some weeks.
fore daylight and Green, having taken to
Some good rains fell in different parts
the brush to sleep in order to make sure
of this county last week. The rains
that he would not be surprised, found
Rl&HT- - IN - IT
were not general, but helped the ranges
that it was impossible to get the horse so
in some parts of the county to a marked
he started on foot.
degree.
Deputy McAfee, having secured the
ICE
The city council met this week as a assistance of Tom Hall, started in pur up to our eyes making
CONFECboard of equalization. Most of the prop- suit, taking the trail of tho fugitive CREAM and
erty in the city had been raised to last They followed this trail for nearly 200
TIONERY. Fresh Candy
year's figures and there was not a little miles through the mountains and finally
every day and Ice Cream
kicking.
came up with their man at Clifton
in
arrived
he
had
after
time
that
Shipments of peaches have leen com- short
all the time. Call and see
menced from some of the orchard" in town and before any of the residents of
us. Next door to the ex
the lower Rio Grande valley. The yield the town had suspected that Green was
in the vicinity of Las Cruces will be very there, although they had been apprised press office.
of his escape several days liefore. Green
large this year.
W. and J. M. Morris have leased the did not intend to go to Clifton but as he
Wellington sheep ranch near Carlisle. had lost his way in the mountains he
Tins is one of the finest ranches in this concluded to go that way.
He was very much suprised when he
part of the territory, a considerable porthat he was again a prisoner but
found
tion of the land being
offered no resistance and came along
The work of extending the tax rolls of
without any further trouble. Deputy
the county for this year has been comMcAfee arrived here with his prisoner
menced. The work cannot be completed
on Friday morning last, having been on
until after the board of county commisthe road with him a part of three days,
sioners meets as a hoard of equalization
next month.
When the Heart is Affected,
Cattlemen in this county are more By Rheumatism or any of the muscles
hopeful now than they have been for near that organ.it is like tampering will
may come at any
the past four or five years. The price of an electric wire.fordeath
moment. It lite is wortli it, do not hescattle shows no signs of declining and itate, but get Dr. Drunimond's Lighting
there is an active demand in all the Remedy. Send $ó to the Drummond
Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lane, New
western markets.
York, and they will send ou two large
nWM
Quite a numlter of the old residents of bottles, enough (or one month's treat'
It is not as
Las Cruces and vicinity went to Santa ment, hy first express.
as electricity, but it will save your
Fe last week to testify Iwfore the land quick
Agents i
life if you take it in time.
GUI
of
the
Juan
matter
in
the
court
Wanted.
C. H. FARGO & CO. urna.
grant. This grant is being fought by
MARKET ST. CHICAGO
in
Black's
four
lots
House and
For Sale by
the citizens of Las Cruces as well as by
at The
the goverment and it is presumed that tion for sale cheap.
otlice.
F.aoi.k
confirmed.
not
will
grant
le
the

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

c. c.

winTEini,L

Fargo's $2.50

I

...Shoes...
106-20-

addi-Inqui-

re

C.C.Shoemaker.
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Mrs. Julia Black left for California
Miss Clara Schutz went to Doming
last Monday morning. She goes by way
yesterday for a short visit.
Mrs. D.
Harry Booth, who was for some years of Colorado were her daughter,
Mention of People You Do and Do
resides.
now
Darling,
B.
post trader at Fort Bayard, was in the
Not Know.
Miss Belle Hall, who has Iteen attendcity last week.
the Agriculural college for several
ing
C. F. Grayson, who went east on a
Othnr Interesting Mutter Which Cnn lie
arrived here from Las Crumonths,
business trip the last of May, returned
Head With Froflt liy All Our
' Townspeople.
ces last week and went out to Pine Ciénlast Saturday.
ega.
Bring your job work to The Eagle ofThe Broadway hotel will be entirely
Wm. Rivers is here from the Mogol- fice. It will be done neatly, promptly and
the management of A. Abraham
under
at
reasonable
rates.
lona.
(,. tl.in ..muir TIi. u'ill imra tli( din- taught
school at :
Prof. Burke, who
niominir and will
nllYt úlinii
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Georgetown last winter, was here a few r(1n it in first class style.
Maher's.
Mrs A j clark) 0f Doming, came up
N. Bell was down from Tinos Altos days last week..
Cross
S.
Rev.
Edward
Denting
went
to
to attend the commencement exercises
yesterday.
last
Saturday
morning
and
held
services
of the Acadntey of Our Lady of Lourdes,
Homer Tarbill was in the city from
there
last
Sunday.
She has two daughters in attendance
Allison last Friday.
of it! Ladies' slippers, in both at the school.
Think
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Opera and Common Sense, at 60 cents a
The latest stvles of Ladies', Misses'
Robinson's.
pair at the Bank Building Bazaar.
an(, cVddrens' Ties have just, been re- Miss Mary Metcalf was in the city last
R. P. Hart and Harry Classen were ceived at the Hank Building Bazaar, and
week from the Mangas.
as
over front Lordsbnrg taking in the sights will not I sold at advanced prices,
before
It
the
bought
rise.
they
were
lee cold soda at Bishop's Postofllce of the city last week.
w1 p(iy yon , nvu ftn,i exiUine them.
Emporium.
Aaron Schutz.
We have just recived a new line of first
Horace Hooker was in the city last class stationery, notions etc. Call at the
hns
retrned front a
Max Sl.hntz
Friday from the Mangas.
Emporium and examine.
.
leaves tins
Mogollons,and
to
the
ness trip
Mrs. Bryant, who has Iteen visiting moriling wt, his family and Miss Essie
Best Kansas patent flour for sale at
Martin Maher's.
her daughter, Mrs. W. II. White, will A1rftmln for Silnlil Monica, California,
Sheriff Shannon went to Santa Fe last soon return to her home in the east.
w,m 1)H fllmi,y nmi Maa Abraham
Wednesday and returned Friday.
U. C. Hintiian lias the sole agency for
flpnd the summer,
Con Wrhitehill keeps fine, fresh candy. this section for the America Refrigerator'
W. Bnrd.ck, who hits Wen pro- the best made. Satisfaction guaranteed,
Next door to the express office.
prietor of the Broadway Cale for sonic
F. M. Galloway and family came in months, will open the Thinner house
Hon. C. M. Shannon left for his home
from the Burros last Monday. They dining room next Sunday. He expects
in Santa Fe last Wednsday morning.
to make the Thinner house as popularas
will remain in town for the nresent.
Don't read vour neighbor's paper but
it was ten years ago.
.
A superior line of Calicoes at the Bank'
subscribe for The Eaoi.e.
.
.
The ringing of tho fire bell last
Building Bazaar and they all go at 5
Miss Rutherford, daughter of Mrs. R.
a yard until Saturday
night, day evening caused the fireman to get
W. Thomas, is expected here from Texas Call early as they will not last at these out in a hurry. It proved to lie a false
,,m'fi- 80011.
alarm.
Miss May Gaddis and sister. Bella,
Ice cream every day at Con Wliitehill's,
The Pyramid company's property,
next door to the express office.
went to Colorado last week. They will
near Lordsbnrg, has Iteen leased and
Mrs. C. II. Munson was here last Sat- remain for several weeks.
will soon lie started up. This is considurday from the Munson ranch ltclow
The Thinner house dining room will ered a valuable property but it has been
be opened next Sunday morning by S.
town.
intervals for the
W. Burdick, who will run it in first class worked at irregular
Gasoline stoves, Ice cream freezers and style. Take dinner there next Sunday. past several years.
Poultry nettings at Robinson's.
Dr. R. F. Stovall, of Corralitos, Méx.,
J. C. Cnreton was in the city last
was in the city last week. Ho went from
Monday from his ranch near Georgehere to Georgetown and thence to
town.
NEWLY REFITTED ami FURCanary and Mocking bird cages the
A. Abraham will take charge of the
only complete line in the city at Robin- Broadway hotel dining room next Sun
NISHED THROUGHOUT.
son's.
day and will run it in first class stvle.
Col. II. L. Pickett has returned from a The table will lie supplied with the best Sample room in coimoi'tlon with the Hotel.
trip to the east. He was gone several the market affords.
Vim Hits to and from Trains.
O. F. Zottman, with the Clark- weeks.
Music Co., of El Paso, was in
Gents' Patent Leather and Dongola
week and will return again
last
city
the
Proprietor.
Dancing Pumps just received at Aaron
in a few davs.
Sehntz's.
Rroudwny.Hilvcrnty, N. M.
J. II. Bragaw, who has Iteen out to John Bhockman, Pres. Tints. F. Conway, Vice Pres.
J. W. Cautuu, Cashier.
Gold Hill for a few days, returned last
3539.
Monday.
Call and examine the full assortment
of fireworks at Baxter Bishop's Post
ollice i, m por in m.
Rev. J. W. Sinnock returned last Friday from El Paso where he had been
SILVER CITY, N. M.
for ten days.
CAPITAL $50,000.
SURPLUS $l,000.
Beautiful line of Suits at the Ten Cent
made on Gold and Sihrr Bullion.
Advanm
Store. To make room for new goods, we
EXCHANGE FOR SALE.
offer clothing at "ó cents on the dollar. DEPOSITS SOLICITED.

PERSONAL

PALAVER.

.

,,

ce

Mon-cen-

ts

Broadway Hotel.

Whit-son-Loit-

A.

The

Site

ABRAHAM,

City National

Bant
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Flaying Indlnn.

As was stated in Tun Eagle last week,
the custom house at Las Polomas is to
be
and it is to be
sooner than was expected. It is now
stated that the date for
it
has been fixed for the first of July. This
will be a big thing for the business men
of Deming, for the Mexican trade is not
to be despised. There are quite a number of Mormon colonies to the south of
Deming and which are tributary to that
place when no obstacles are interposed.
Since the custom house at Las Polomas
was closed most of the business of these
colonies has gone to El Paso.
e
The Santa Fe
has been ad
vanced from the third to the second
class and increases of salaries have been
made as follows : Albuquerque, $2,400 to
2,500 ; Las Cruces, $1,000 to $1,100;
Baton, $1,500 to $1,000; Koswell, $1,100
to $!,)00; Santa Fe, $1,900 to $2,000.
The salaries of the postmasters at Eddy
and Socorro have been cut down $100
per annum.
The commanders of the troops in the
field after Indians will probably give the
order to set their faces toward the fort
this week and get back to the base of
supplies. The weather has been so
warm that most of the scalps taken are
spoiled and it is understood that a wagon
train will not lie sent out to bring them
in.
A heavy rain fell here last, Sunday,
afternoon, but it did not extend generally over the county. But little rain
fell south of town and the storm ex
tended but little beyond Fort Bayard.
A good deal of water fell in the mountains north of town.
The closing exercises of the Academy
of Our Lady of Lourdes were held at
Morrill hall last evening. The attenA report comes from Mexico that
dance was good and the program was
eight Americans were killed down there an excellent
one. Most of the pupils are
recently. It was first stated that these residents of this city, but there are some
men were killed by Yaqni Indians but from
other points in the county.
later reports are to the effect that they
Laizure & Gralte have just finished
were murdered bv Mexicans, and that
putting a big ventilator in the lodge
the object of the killing was roblwry
room occupied by the Knights of Pythias,
The murdered men were miners and it
Workmen and Bed Men. It will make
is supposed that they had accumulated
a big difference in the temperature of
considerable money. Two old residents
the lodge room these warm nights.
of Deming are known to have leen in
The Peralta grant case was decided
the vicinity at the time of the" killing,
but it has not yet U'cn ascertained yesterday adversely to the claimant and
whether either of these men were killed Beavis was arrested for forgery ami 'perjury. Thus ends the most famous land
Deputy Marshal McAfee arrested f
case in the history of this country.
Chinaman on the train coming from
The Bosclierry cabinet resigned last
Deming last Monday evening.
The
Monday
and Lord Salisbury has lieen
Chinaman was without a certificate, but
claimed to have resided in this part of asked by the queen to form a new cabi
the country a number of years ago. His inet. It is thought that pari incut will
soon
dissolve.
case came up before U. S. Commissioner

The vicious acts, of those who attempt
to impersonate Apaches on the war-patought to be brought to a disastrous conclusion for themselves; fitting punishment ought to be meted out to them.
Information reached hero that two shots
were fired at a boy who was working on
a ditch on the San Francisco river, and
one shot was fired in front of the horses
of a man who was driving along the road
not far from Middle Plaza.- The boy
ran into the town and reported that he
liad been attacked by Indians, and
ho had good reason to think so,
from the rumors that they were on the
war-patand from the shots fired at
him. A posse was formed and went immediately to the place from which shots
were fired, examining the ground carefully. They found no moccasin tracks,
but a track of a heavy shoe with a peculiar heel plate, which track they followed up and found a sheep herder with
the shoes corresponding with the tracks;
but the sheep herder denied being at the
place at the time the shots were fired
lie was brought licfore the justice of the
peace and it was there
developed
that there was not sufficient evidence to
hold or convict him, as he might have
Wen at the place at some time before
.
41. - - I
.!
was done, ui course no
uk! Kiiuonng
innocent man ought to be punished;
but should a fellow be caught playing
"Indian on the
he ought to
lie treated as an "Indian on the war
path," this is the opinion of the major
ity of the people without particular re
ference to this special case, so Colman
the sheep herder, with the heel plate,
may thank his stars that the evidence
against him was not conclusive. Black
Range.
-

h,

1

war-pat-

Bell yesterday.

h"
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They l'luy Hall.
The Central base ball club met the
Pinos Altos boy8 on the diamond at Central last Sunday and scored another vic
tory, the score standing 20 to 11 in favor
of the Central club. So far this season

the Central club has a clean record, hav
ing Itccn victorious in every game in
which they have participated. The Central club played only eight innings last
Sunday to nine by the Pinos Altos
club and the Pinos Altos club was made
up of the pick of the camp.
Perhaps Pinos Altos and Silver City
could get together and inak e up a
nine which would beat the Central
if this could be done there should
be no time lost in doing it, for the heads
of the Central fellows will be swelled so
big that their hats won't fit long before
the season is over if some nine does not
wipe up the earth with them.
Bev. Prof. Selby w ill olliciate at Fort
Bayard, next Sunday. Bev. Edward
S. Cross will preach, here on the text;
"Blessed are they that mourn; for they
shall lie comforted." All are welcome.
N. W. Neff came down from Mogollón

last Sunday and returned this morning.
He has been there most of the time for
the past six months.
Miss Mamie Ilolson has a severe attack of German measles. She is at t he
residence of II. 1 1. Betts.
A large number of people went to Las
Vegas hot springs last Thursday to Ihí
present at the opening of the Montezuma hotel there.

E. E. GANDARA.
GOLD

AND SILVKKSMIT1I.

Jewelry Made to Order Repairing
Neatly Done.
PRICES REDUCED.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Yankle St. Silver City. N.

M.

Wm. F. Lorenz,
FIÜE, LIFE AM) ACCIDENT
INSURANCE.
NoTAUY

Pl'MI.IC.

Olllcfi at
SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
I'ost-olllr- e.

NO FUN ABOUT IT

E. ROSENBERG,

Services on Thursday evening, at
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
I promise; you faithfully, in the long run,
The time for the rainy season to com- Pinos Altos, by Itev. Edward S. Cross.
All are cordially invited.
you shall save half your money, by having
mence is drawing near and the sooner it
your work neatly and promptly done to suit
Mrs. L. L. Case is in the hospital here yourself, at E. KOSF.NHF.UU'S
commences the better the stock men
will like it.
quite ill.
Silver I'll y. N. M.
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Wedding at Georgetown.
Last Wednesday evening there was a
wedding at the residence of W. Lee
Thompson, on the Mimbre?, near
Georgetown. The contracting parties
were Br. It. F. Stovall, of Corralitos,
Mexico, and Miss Maud Lenoir, of
Georgetown. The ceremony was performed by Rev. Edward S. Cross, of the
Episcopal church of this city.
Several persons from this city were in
attendance at the wedding which was a
very pleasant affair. The presents were
numerous and were mostly of silver.
After the wedding there was dancing
until a late hour. The following morning Dr. and Mrs. Stovall started for Corralitos where the doctor has resided for
some time. He was formerly a resident
of Deming and is well known in this
county. The happy couple have the
best wishes of a large circle of friendo in
this part of the country.

JUNK

,

1BB.

Tim Axcnrate Content.
Quite a delegation came up from Las
Cruces last Friday to attend the hearing in the Ascarate election contest
from Dona Ana county. This case has
been pending in the court since a short
time after the election last fall and there
has been a good deal of bitter feeling
engendered concerning it in Dona Ana

county.
At the time

of the election there were
charges of fraud on both sides and there
was great excitement when the board of
county commissioners met as a canvassing board. For some days it was feared
that the matter would end in bloodshed
but, although (he excitement was at
fever heat, this was averted and the matter was taken into court. The hearing
has been postponed from time to time
until last Saturday when it was commenced here before Judge Pant7,. The
day was spent in argument, but as
some of the attorneys were not present,
the further hearing of the case was
until tomorrow when it will come
up at Las duces. Able attorneys are
employed on both sides and every point
,
.
Ml
f. .1
.1
in ine case win ne iotigm to me end

Settlement l'robiilile.
As the time for the final settlement of
the park land question approaches there
is every reason to believe that there will
he but very few if any contests.
The principal controversy has been
between the Southern Pacific and Santa
Fe companies and the settlers, over the
question of the twenty acres to bo
allowed each for right of way and station purposes. In the papers sent out
from Washington the Southern Pacific
was by error given twenty acres south of
the depot instead of north. An agreement has been reached and placed in
esciow by which the S. P. will receive
its twenty acres north of the depot
and the settlers the twenty lying south.
The Santa Fe, or rather the Kio
Grande, Mexico and Pacific and the settles are now endeavoring to get together
on another twenty acres lying north of
the depot and immediately east of the
twenty to be had by the S. P. An offer
has Ixhmi made by the settlers that if the
patent granted to Carroll Dobbins, , for
forty acres, to which the Uio Grande,
Mexico Sc Pacific succeeded and which
is now in litigation is given to the park
claimants, they in turn will vacate the
twenty north of the depot, which is now
claimed by both railroad and settlers,
and there is a strong prospect that an
agreement will lie reached.
The contests amo.ig the settlers have
narrowed down to three or four and
they, too, may lxi settled out of court.
The park dispute is in reality becoming
past history and the people of Deming
are certain to profit accordingly. Headlight.

It makes quite a difference to this
town to have the district judge make it
his headquarters. Until Judge Bantz
was appointed, the judge of this district
had always resided at Las Cruces and
during vacation those who had business
before the court were obliged to go to
Coin's financial series is worth reading.
Las Cruces. Now they have to come to
Silver City and it makes quite a
"Coin's Financial School," "A Tale of
Two Nations" or "Coin up to Date" may
be obtained at The Eaoi.r ollice free by
A mill run of ore from Gallo wav and
paying a year's subscription to Tub
Alexander's mine in the Murros was
Ea(i,e in advance. The Itooks sell at 25
made at Gold Hill which resulted in the
cents each.
saving of between $.'?0 and flO on the
plates. The tailings ran about $17. The
It turns out that the report that an
ore did not run quite as high as was ex- English syndicate had deposited several
pected, but ore which runs more than million dollars to be used in the con$:!0 a ton can le mined and milled at a struction of a dam across the Kio Grande
Silver City and Deming do not appear
big profit in this part of the country. at or near Uincon and the reclamation
to be in the procession this year. Ivan-lin- e
of thousands of acres of land in the ltio
Two brothers of W. J. Vickery, who
and Mowry City are to have Fourth
of July celebrations and they are likely
was killed about two months ago in Wil- Grande valley,was utterly without
to lie howling successes.
son Gulch, near Pinos Altos, arrived
from Texas last week. They went over
the ground carefully and obtained all of
the evidence in the case possible. The
evidence is circumstantial but is suffProprietor of the
iciently strong to give a good clue to
work up a case. The murderer of Vickery may yet receive a just punishment.
post-H)ii-
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B. T. LINK,

PEOPLE'S

Deputy Sheriff McAfee left last Saturday morning for El Paso with Pen Green
to deliver him to the Texas authorities.
Pen was not quite rested up from his
pedestrian excursion, but McAfee seemed
to have a liking to travel with the fellow and lost no tune after getting in
with him from Arizona in getting out on
another trip.
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Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Charlie Let, the Chinaman who was
interested with P. II.. McDermott in
mining property at Carlisle which was
recently sold for '0,000 was here several days last week. He left on Sunday
morning for San Francisco. From that Also a full line of FRUIT.
place he will go to China for a short
visit.

Beef,

Pork and Mutton.

Oysters, Fish and Game in. Season.
We solicit your patronag

nuLunn sr., silver city,

n.

m.
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Itiirenu of Immigration.
By reason of their failure to qualify
and subscribe to the oath of office several of the original members of the territorial bureau of immigration have lost
their jobs. The New Mexican says the
matter was called to the attention of
Acting Governor Miller on Saturday
afternoon when Col. Frost, secretary of
the bureau, called for a certified list of
the duly qualified members of this bureau. In looking up data in compliance
with this official request Mr. Miller discovered that the twenty members of the
board were commissioned with the con-

JUNE 2ti, 1H5.

Fruit Knix li for Siile.
I offer my Fruit Ranch, situated on
the Mimbres, for sale. Fifteen hundred
bearing trees of the finest varieties. For
further information apply to
Mrs. Maud A. Fielder.
Silver City, N. M.

7

Fell In the Well.
Mr. Theodore Rouault's mare is an

in-

quisitive animal, and her curiosity got
her into trouble yesterday. There is an
old well in the corral, and the mare went
fooling around it to see if there was any
water in it. The other well has water,
but the mare, with feminine perversity,
wanted what she couldn't get and seemed
to have a notion that anything hard to
get or forbidden must be better than
what was permitted or easily procured.
Her sex has had that notion ever since
Eve set the pace. The mare's investiga
tions landed her at the bottom of the well
hut she didn't find any water, and when
discovered she was sitting in an old tub
that had fallen into the hole, calmly
waiting for somebody to pull her out.
About two dozen men assembled and
gave advice to each other alwnit getting the mare out, and it required the
unremitting attention of half the crowd
to prevent her colt from going down the
well in search of his dinner. By means
of beams, block ami tackle, the mare
was hoisted out, none the worse for her
adventure. She behaved well during
the proceedings and made no fuss. Independent Democrat.

Greatest on Earth.
James M. Brooks, of Washington Ave.,
St. Louis, Mo., makes allidavit that he
suffered from Rheumatism for years'
until persuaded to try Drnmmod's
Lightning Remedy, and that by its use
be has lieen fully restored. He says the
remedy is the greatest on earth. This
is high praise, but fully warranted by
other miraculous cures. If you want to
be cured, send $!j to the Drummond
dition that they qualify within sixty days Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lane, New
from date of appointment February 21, York, and they will send to your express
189")
and more than ninety days having address two large bottles of their remedy.
This treatment lasts one month, and
elapsed and hut thirteen meniliers havwill cure any ordinary case. Agents
ing qualified notwithstanding a copy of Wanted.
the oath of ollice had been mailed with
S. G. Bishop, one of the largest wool
each of the commissions, he decided to
of this county, was in last week
growers
fill the vacancies.
The appointees and
with a load of wool tor shipment. He
those whom they succeed by reason of
has shipped several loads this season
such failure to qualify are :
and expects to get a much letter price
Francis Downs in place of L. Bradford
for his clip this year than he has re
Prince, B. F. McGarvey in place of M.
ceived for the past two vcars. Mr. Bis
M. Salazar, Vicente Mares in place of
hop is trying to get enough sheep own
Uoinaldo Gonzales, L. H. E. Paulin in
ers in the county interested to have a
place of William Locke, Bolesto Romero
sheep inspector appointed by the board
in place of Jose G. Chavez, A. J. Loomis
A. G. Hood has gone to Denver. He
of county commissioners, in accordance
in place of J. E. Sheridan, Ernest Meywith the provisions of chapter 28 of the received a telegram last week stating
ers in place of J. G. Albright.
left on
session laws of the last legislature. The that his father was very
The bureau of imiuigiation therefore
object in having an inspector appointed the first train. Mrs. Hood went to Dennow consists of the above named and
is to prevent the spread of scab among ver the week before ou receipt, of news
those original appointees who had qualof the serious illness of her father.
the sheep of the county.
ified as follows: F. A. Manzanares, E. S.
was
an
The number of cyclers is increasing
Last Thursday afternoon there
Stover, James A. Baird, J. K. Livingston,
constantly
in Silver Citv and bicycle re
Maze
poslollice.
at
incipient
the
Henry Grant, Max Frost, Nicholas Galreaping a rich harvest. One
are
at
fire
in
room
pairers
The
little
the
started
the
les, J. (i. Clancey, W. V. Norman, .1. J.
fashion without a wheel.
in
window
the
of
delivery
right
general
the
isn't
Leeson, C. C. Blodgett, G. A. 'Richardof the telegraph and telein
the
and
rear
son, T. P. Martin.
phone ollice. The fire alarm was
yI?o
n
The fire companies were called out promptly Rounded, but before the
could get to the scene of the fire, it
twuie last week hut, luckily, the firemen
were not called out to fight a big tire. had been put out. The room in which
The water supply, owing to the extreme the (ire started is used as a store room
dry weather, is rather short and a big and takes all the. space between the
Con- American Kitchen and the room occufire would drain the reservoir.
sumers of water should Ikj careful and pied by the postollice. The damage was
not waste any water, so that there will very slight.
be nodanger, in case of a big fire, that
Robert II. Tubbs, who stole a horse
there will not be enough water to put it down on the Mimbres a short time since,
-BEEN
out. Our fire companies have always was brought up last week by Homer
lodged
(ire
in
Tarbill and Win. Foster and
done good work at'lires. but the best
companies in the country woidd be able jail. Tubbs, after having stolen the
to do nothing without a supply of water. horse, started for the Rio Grande and
It would be better to dispense with yard was captured at Rincón. It is said that
arc those who have failed
irrigation for a time than to have the there is a clear case against the man.
to deal at
town burned down.
The forty Indians which were reported
of
weeks
couple
i
i the Burro mountains a
City, county and territorial taxes
BAXTER BISHOP'S
must be paid this week or they will le- - ago have not yet been located' and it is
POSTOFFICE
come delinquent. The legislature ex- hardly probable that they will be loNEWS EMPORIUM.
tended the time for the payment of taxes cated this summer. As no depredations
until the first of July, on which date nil have been reported, it is pretty safe to
and examine our
Call
conclude that there are no hostile Inof last year's taxes will become delinnew stock of Fine Confecdians out in this part of the country.
quent.
Judge A. B. Elliott, one of the leading tionery, Fruits, Nuts, CiThere was a picnic near Fort Bayard
last Sunday. Several of the young peo- attorneys of this judicial district, was gars and Tobacco, Stationple of this city went out and spent the over from Hillshoro last week on legal
ery, Notions, etc.
business.
daw
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The democratic party was restored to
power in 1892 on a platform declaring
for free coinage of silver and a tariff for
revnue, but G rover Cleveland, since his
inauguration, has persistently opposed
all silver legistion in the face of the fact
that a majority of the voters of the country declared for free coinage in 1892.
This failure to redeem a sacred pledge of
the party was the most potent factor in
the elections last fall. It is not difficult
to see what the feeling of the people of
the country is on the silver question,
and it requires no prophet to see on
which side of the silver question the
majority of the voters will be in the
presidential election next year.

This will be welcome news to the
thousands of people who reside within
grant, but the
the limits of that
fact that Iieavis has been arrested for
forgery and perjury will perhaps be a
irreat satisfaction to the thousands of
people who have watched the progress
of the case with interest.
Last week Tub Eaoi.r published an
article of some length describing the
manner in which the evidence in the
case was sougnt to ie manutacinreu,
anil how Iieavis narrowly escaped arrest
while he was in Spain trying to lay a
foundation for his case. The govern
ment is in possession of enough evidence
to convict Iieavis of lioth forgery and
H'rjnry and it is not likely that he will
Agents of the
lie dealt with leniently.
government have been busy for years
gathering evidence in the Peralta case
and it has been conclusively proven that
the claimant to that vast area of land
had not the slightest gro'ind for his
claim. It is entirely probable that liia-vi- s
will spend the balance of his life in
prison as a reward for his efforts to get
,1 fraudulent grant
lonlirmed.
vis.

THE RAILROAD HON I) CASE.
SILVER SENTIMENT GROWING.
The Iwnd matter was argued before
The goll standard advocates will have Judge Dantz here on Monday of this
to do n deal of whistling during the comweek. The point at issue is whether an
ing twelve months in order to keep up injunction shall lie granted restraining
their courage. They have been contend- the board of county commissioners from
ing all along that "the people of the levying a tax for the payment of either
country at large do not desire the free interest or principal on the issue of $57,-00- 0
and unlimited coinage of silver, and
in railroad Imnds of this county.
that beyond the silver miners and mine
P.ell & Wright are the attorneys for
owners of the west, there are very few the petitioners for an injunction and
people who are demanding the passage District Attorney Ilarllee appeared for
The necessity of having a more comof a free coinage law
the county. The petitioners for an in prehensive law in this territory in referSome weeks ago the Chicago Record junction allege that the entire issue of ence to the assessment of property is aphit upon the plan of having the ques-- 1 bonds is illegal and void, and in support parent every time an assessment is
Hon settled by ballot in the city of Chi- - 'of this position cite a decision of the su- - made, but our legislators have never yet
cago. I lie Record favored the gold pretne court ot tne united Males in a lieen able to agree upon a just and sim
standard and confidently expected that similar case from the territory of Ari ple law in relation to the assessment of
a vote would show that a great majority zona which was printed in these columns taxes. Under the present law the assesof the voters of the city favored the gold some mouths ago.
sor is little more than a figurehead.
standard. The result is printed in anDistrict Attorney Ilarllee raised sev- Property owners make their returns and
other column and shows that more than eral points which will doubtless receive the assessor is xwerless to do more than
sixty per cent, of the legally qualilied the careful consideration of Judge Rant, to recommend a raise to the county com
voters on the question were in favor of who took the cae under advisement anil missioners. As it is impossible for the
the free coinage of silver. Thirty-tw- o
is busy looking up the points in the county commissioners to know the value
out of the thirty-fou- r
wards in the city case.
of all of the property of a county the
gave majorities for free coinage, thus
A similar case was decided by the sumembers of the Uuird are many times
showing conclusively that Chicago is for preme court of the territory in 1891 and unable to decide as to whether the propfree coinage. The same kind of a test is the court held that the bonds were valid, erty owner or the assessor is
at fault.
now going on in the city of Boston and, but Judge Freeman dissented from the In some of the counties in the territory
strange to say, the silver men are in the opinion of the majority of the judges it is notorious that the property is not
lead there.
and took practically the same view assesH-- at anything like its true value,
The gold standard advocates are of the case as the supreme court of while in other counties fair returns are
frightened and some of them are begin-in- g the United Slates in the decision made of the properly. Of course these
to fear that the republican party will 111 ine Arizona case last tan, uní in counties pay more than they ought to
not. stand by them, since the league re- that matter.
Many eminent lawyers pay into the territorial treasury. Grant
fused to adopt a gold resolution at the contend that the decision of the su- county belongs to this latter class. The
Cleveland meeting last week. While preme court of the United States, is matter should be brought, lie fore the
some of the republican silver advocates wrong and that, had the case leen prop. next legislature and a bill should
pretend to lielieve that they scored a erly presented, the decision would have
to remedy the evil.
victory at Cleveland, it is easy .enough
different. The legality of the
to see that the refusal to adopt a reso- bonds is a matter of some doubt, but
D. P. Cum succeeded in getting the
lution on the silver question was merely there is no doubt, whatever ai to wl.at Albuquerque Citizen and the Las Vegas
a subterfuge resorted to in order to gain this county ought to do in the matter. Uptic into a merry row. Carr went to
time. The republican party is prepar- It is to the interest of every citizen of Las Vegas to work up a little business
ing to straddle the silver question in the this county to have the interest and for the sM'cial edition of the Citizen and
next campaign and the leaders are using principal paid prom pi ly and without the Optic, taking the ground that he was
their utmost endeavors to bring the tar- any technical legal quibble as to their encroaching on its territory, read the
iff to the front again in order the more legality.
Citizen and its representative a rather
easily to dodge the silver question, but
severe lecture.
The Citizen retorted
THE PERALTA GRANT.
this plan will not be of no avail. The
and for a time it looked like pistols and
people of the country have had enough
The great Peralta grant case is decided coffee, but so far there has liccii no blood
of dodging on the silver question.
and is decided against theelaimant lica- - spilled.
I
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Nkxt month theie will be an interesting debate on the silver question in
Chicago.
W. H. Harvey, author of
Coin's Financial School, will debate the
question with Mr. Horr, of New York.
The New York Reform club will send
Ave able men ta Chicago to assist Mr.
Horr and there will be Ave others from
different parts of the country. Mr. Harvey will also have the assistance of ten
able advocates of the free and unlimited
coinage of silver, bo that the question
will be ably discussed.
The debaters
will not be limited as to time, but the
debate will probably take about ten
days. A full report of it will be furnished to the press for publication and
the whole debate will be published in
book form at a small cost. The silver
question is just now the all absorbing question of the day and all other
questions must give way until the financial question is solved. There will be

JUNE 26, 1895.

While it does not possess the climatic
advantages that Silver City does, its
people are awake and enterprising and
always make Albuquerque appear at its
test. Silver City ought to be one of the
most celebrated health resorts in the
country, but comparatively few people
are aware of the fact that the climate
possesses greater virtues than can bo
found elsewhere in this country.

The Greatest Railroad

.on Earth

Santa Fe Route!
Tendiera mid others RotuR to National
Association meeting at
Henver, lit July, should reniemlier
Unit the Snnta Fe offers us low rates
as anybody else, with lietter service.
Speelal Inducements to small or
liiráe
Tliiouitli Pullman Sleepers and freo
Chair
St. Louis and
Kansas ('It y to Denver. One hundred
miles superb view of Koeky Moun- tains between Pueblo and Denver.
Privilege of nttendiiiK Summer"
School, Colorado Springs, on return
trip.
Low-raexcursions into the niouii- tains after meetlnu Is over.
For descriptive pamphlets, address'

i KiIikhI loniil

pur-tics-

AVkstf.kx republicans who went to the

Cars-Clilrii- Ko.

Cleveland convention did not expect
that the party would commit itself to
the free and unlimited coinage of silver,
but there are still some free Bilver men
who have faith that the republican party
will come out next year in favor of free
coinage.

te

J. 1L MrnoK.
Ajrt. A.. T. & S. K.. K. K
New Mex ico.

In the fight between justice and the
button gang at Santa Fe, justice has won
every round so far. Four murderers are
under sentence of death, but justice
very little heard concerning the tariff
may yet be vanquished. No stone is
for the next three or four years except
being left unturned to save the necks of
in republican meetings.
these miserable murderers.
The expense of maintaining the paupers of the county has been less this year
than it has been during a corresponding
period in any previous year for more
than ten years. Until this year a certain amount in money was appropriated
for the benefit of each pauper. This
amount varied from ten to twenty dollars
anionth.butat the beginningof this year
it wasdecided by the lxmrd of county commissioners to issue rations to the pau
pers of the county. This ration consists
of Hour, meat, teans and other substantial articles of food and it was found that
the total expense to the county would tie
but $5.35 a month for each pauper.
Heretofore
the paupers
of
the
county have not confined themselves
to the necessaries of life, but have
purchased many articles which they
might better have done without. Under
the new arrangement the paupers get
enough to eat and t lie taxpayers are relieved of a considerable burden.
The republican league demonstrated
at Cleveland last week ttiat it has a
large sized straddle hug in the wood pile
ready for the national convention next
year. The republicans will lie found, to
lie on lmth sides of the silver question.
The" party leaders will be for free silver
in the west and for the gold standard in
the east. "Anything to catch votes,''
would be a good motto for them.

.

Most Picturesque
Line to Colorado.

W,

JEFFERSON,

D.

BREEDER

AND

IMPORTER

Nbxt Monday several thousand dollars
in interest on the county debt will fall
due. There are already many thousands of dollars in unpaid coupons which
have been due for some time and there
is very little money available with which
to pay them.

Silver City.'

OF

PUKE ITALIAN BEES.
Also a full line of Apiary Supplies of Leahy
M'f'K Co., at their Prices.
Amateur lieu Hook for
IleKiiiiiers 2.V. Catalogue
Fre.
Box 6, Safford.Ariz.

It is reported that the soldiers have
been hunting, not In bans, but quail. It
is auainst the law to shoot quail at this
season of the year and the law ought by
sportsman
all means to lie eiitoreeu.
will hunt quail at this season of the

io

'

J. SMITH,

L.

General Repair Shop.
i

Guns and Revolvers
Promptly Repaired.

Bicycles,

vear.

Kates Reasonable.
Vankle St. Sliver City. N.

School of Mines.
The trustees of New Mexico

M.

school of
GUADALUPE MENDOZA,
mines at its meeting last evening cm- UEPAIUING NEATLY
ployed Professor W. H. Seaman director
AND
for the ensuing school vear. It is under-- ;
PKO.MPTLY DONE.
stood that there will tie one or two assis
Prices reasonable, and
tiinta Kintilovml iftlii-i- r serviros fire re
satisfaction guaranteed,
Street.
quired. The school will open alxiut
i Shop on Yu'nkle
middle of September. There will lie a
I
regular course of four years with a pre-- .
IC
paratory department of two vears to tit
Film',
h
ami
W.iroan'a
Mia
1.
r,.i
students to enter the regular course. Ml cm nenum
ii.iu
''am.
"iouci
I.r.lML
Huid by .li wnlHnawl
'" '
The trustees have labored long ami earn-CimMMunni.iiici.n. h r ami lie v HI a.n.l l,i yoa dm.
pre.
,t,t. inul II to Ilia .i,.rifti
ci.MimF.Bui),wiii,iMHaUru.,ti
at- estlv in this matter and have at last sue- - ,, i.íi.vn,
K.Vflk
ceeilcd in lien g ame to open the scnom
a wiiirMtireOraHiri..iwiiiiato.i,nwD.
a UllUa.
P1-"-1"
and to keen it onen. Chicltain.
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PLEASE.

the stock, fixtures
and Jeweler, I will continue the

rlpsiro to inform vnn that, hiiviii!? nurehiised

No lietter climate is to be found in this etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker
country than that of Silver City, yet the business at the same place.

probabilities are that a United States
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
marine hospital will be established at
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING
Albuquerque. The residents of that appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
Yerv Truly,
place never lose an opportunity to advertize the town and it is undoubtedly
R.
the test advertised town in New Mexico.

J.

and will

HICKS.
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An Enemy to Silver.

phis convention to frighten sound money
the democrats. Thesilverite contingent in
The Capitol Commission 11 us Employed leading republican newspaper of the the democracy grows smaller instead of
Mississippi valley, is unalterably op- larger. It gets no recruits, while it is
Architects to Make I'lnns for
the Building.
posed to silver, like most of the leading fast losing its veterans. Unquestionably
coinage sentiment is growing
The capítol rebuilding commission republican newspapers of the country. anti-fre- e
held a most satisfactory and fruitful In a recent issue it said editorially of among the democrats of the south. Secmeeting in Santa Fe yesterday afternoon. the Memphis convention :
retary Carlisle is spreading the honest
Mr. F. A. Manzanares presided and
"The Memphis free silver convention money gospel in his party in that reMessrs. A. Staab, secretary, W. S. Hope- was rather more of a failure than its gion, and he is rapidly making prosewell, Solomon Luna and W. II. Pope Springfield precursor because it had been lytes, according to the testimony of repwere present. Mr. George W. Knicbel advertised more extensively, because it resentative southern papers. The freo
was present in the capacity of clerk and was to draw its attendance from a larger coiners were in the field earliest and
region, ami especially because it was to st ill talk the loudest, but it is easy to see
counsel.
A number of reports from architects be entirely
It was to be that they are fast losing ground. On the
who had examined the walk and foun- participated in by republicans os well honest currency eide are the brains, the
dation of the burnt building were re- as democrats and populists, and thus wealth and the character of the party,
ceived and considered,and gratifying pro- it was to be different from any other and these always win in the long run
gress was shown as to the collecting of silver gathering yet held. But if any when they set out to win. It is possible
the $5,000 8ul)3cril)ed by the citizens of republicans were there they must have that the committee appointed at MemSanta Fe in order that the preliminary been residents of the city, who were at- phis may call a "national" gathering of
tracted by idle curiosity. No representa- democratic and populist free coiners,
work may commence at once.
The board entered into a contract tive republican took part in the proceed- - but it is clear now that the national (lem
with Kapp Brothers, Chicago, architects ings in any way or was on any of the ocracy have nothing to (ear from that
who have offices at Trinidad and Las committees. It was a democratic and source. The free silver bubble will le
Vagas, to draw plans and specifications populist affair, as every reasonable being Durst long before the great conventions
for a new structure and to superintend knew it would be. The republicans, of 1890 take place."
its erection. Mr. J. II. Bapp, who has even those of Colorado, Nevada or Mon- Clifton Will Celebrate.
just completed the Masonic temple at tana, are not affiliating with the Har-- j
Las Vegas, will be in charge of the cap- rises, the Stewarts, the Warners and! Clifton is going to celebrate the com- Fourth of July and expects to have a
ítol contract and will
with Sibleys this year, nor will they next
.1
year
grenb uiiiu on .1...
uie iuimuii s nuiiti iiuv.
Supt. Bergman, of the penitentiary,
whose convicts will be employed in tear"It, was hardly worth while spending Last year Clifton prepared for a joyous
ing down the old walls, for it was de- thousands of dollars to show that Bryan, time on the ever glorious Fourth and as
.,..-- 4
.1
i
i
mt
cided to remove the old walls, preserv- Tillman, Harris, Turpie, Nevada Stewart " 'm,uul
,lne
a
Reworks
display
evening.
the
in
ing all material possible, and also to put and Arkansas Jones, want free silver,
bl11 of ,ireworks wftS or,k're,1
;
in a new foundation.
Thecountrv.oratleastsomuchofitas!-111before they got here Debs had" or- The committee also passed a resolu- iflinln.im1innnVuMivinihu.n,.rBnn.
tion requesting the A., T. & S. F. man- knew before this gathering took place dered his famous strike, and on the
agement to comply with its agreement just how they stood on this issue. Fourth the fireworks, instead of being
and immediately construct side tracks Everything that was said at the con- burned at Clifton were tied up at the
both to the penitentiary and the capli-to- l vention was said hundreds of times be mouth of the Baton tunnel. When the
grounds in order to facilitate the fore and said better. No new folly, idi strike was broken and the fireworks ar- haulding of the building material. New ocy or iniquity was advocated. The rived it was nearer Thanksgiving than
It was decided then to
Mexican.
speeches, the letters and the resolutions the Fourth.
. ft
i. . i.
stun
llio
I"WK
rareiuiiy way and wait
.1
iM.t iti.in
won.
A Murine Hospital.
" - - in tlH.ivn.al inn,n
i
for the coming of the Fourth. No strike
of
old
the
erankery, deceit and roguery
Dr. Braddon, of the United States macan cause any disappointment at Clifrine hospital service, who came here from which the world has Wen familiar with
ton's celebration this year. Western
Wilmington, N. C, a few weeks ago, is in one shape or another ever since huLiberal.
conferring with leading citizens of Albu- man society first took shape. The ras
You can get a copy oi Coin's Finan
querque with a view to the establish- cality advocated and mendacity heard at
ment here of a permanent hospital for the Memphis gathering are as old as the cial School free by paying a year's
"Thou shalt not steal !" scription to Tun Eammc in advance.
the treatment of marines affected with
pulmonary diseases. He finds the cli- "Thou shalt not bear false witness Call at the office, leave your suhscrip-againthy neighbor!"
tion and get a copy of the greatest book
matic conditions most favorable and is
"Nothing
was said or done at the Mem- - on the silver question ever published.
enthusiastic on the subject.
Dr. Braddon is a gentleman of high
reputation in the marine service, and
4
his recommendations never fail to carry
effective weight.
It is likely that a delegation headed
fe
by Hon. II. B. Fergusson, chairman of
the democratic national committee, will
go to Washington shortly to further the
project. Albuquerque Citizen.
ARCHITECTS ENGAGED.
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The Rio Grande continues high and
the melting snow in the mountains will
keep the river up for some weeks yet to
come. The river has not been so high
for so long a period for several years.

RIPANS
ONE GIVES RELIEF.
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CHICAGO FOR SILVER.
The Record Voting Contest Results in a
Klg Majority For Free Coinage.
Of a total of 12,9:16 ballots cast in The
Record's test vote on the silver question,
excluding the few fradulent and duplicate
votes, 8,028 are in favor of the immediate
free coinage of silver at a ratio of 16 to 1,
without regard to other nations, and
4,908 are against the proposition. In
other words, a little more than 62 per
cent, of the voters favor and not quite 8
per cent, oppose the free coinage of silver at the proposed ratio.
There was much less opposition to free
silver among the women who voted than
among the men,
of all the
feminine votes being cast in the alliruia-tivOf the men's votes 7,8:8 are for
free silver coinage and 4,815 are in the
three-fourth-

s

e.

negative.
In aicordance with the previous announcement in The Record the contest
was brought to a close last evening at 6
o'clock.
The vote on the lat day was heavier
r
than usual, and (he
people
had nearly everything their own way.
Nearly 1,000 ballots were received, making the total almost l.'i,000. There were
70.Í voles for free silver, and only 260 for
the single standard. The proportion of
negative votes, 27 per cent, was with one
exception smaller than on any previous
day of the three weeks' balloting. The
advocates of free coinage seem to have
made a special effort on the closing day
in order to counteract any sudden gains
their opponents might make, and swell
the
majority as much as posifree-silve-

free-silv- er

ble.

The

gold-standa- rd

vote was very

JUNK 26, 1H95.

any book published on this vexations
subject. For years I did my share in
ridiculing the
advocates.
Ever since the debate between Messrs.
Harvey and Laughlin I have made a
special study of the subject. I had
hoped that Prof. Laughlin would pulverize Harvey and his arguments into the
finest poyder. I wasgreatly disappointed in the professor, while Mr. Harvey
not only astonished mo with his argu
mentative presentations but succeeded
also in knocking out what prejudices I
had against the
craze. My
conversion to bimetallism dates from
that memorable night. I have carefully
and studiously read ever since on both
sides of the controversy, and I am satisfied now that free silver has the best of
the argument."
J. L. Reade "I voted for the free and
unlimited coinage of silver because I
never have seen the time when any person in the world had too much money.
I have never seen the time when anything that the United States placed its
seal of value on whether gold, silver,
copper, nickle or paper wouldn't bring
its face value in any commodities or
necessaries of life. Silver is money now
ami always has been and always will be,
and its demonetization is only a conof Europe,
spiracy of the
who have made a cat's paw of the
United States, destroying one of its chief
productions and sources of prosperity.
This has been a blow at our agricultural
and manufacturing interests, for these
are able to buy our silver at a 00 per cent, rate anil buy wheat
and other products in China, Japan,
India and all the south American states
at its full face value. Thi measure has
ruined our money interests and has
driven the miners out of the mines. It
has ruined all the west, and thedeserted
homesteads and the want that is stalking
through the land are a consequence of
this conspiracy. The money today of
all the people is in the hands of the few,
or scarce
and they make money
as they please. What we want is the
free and unlimited coinage of silver.
We want, the mines to lie beehives of
industry. We want the west to again be
prosperous. We want the poor fellows
free-silv- er

free-silv-

money-change-

money-change-

11

who have spent their lives working and
bringing up a family to have a chance
to pay the mortgages off their homes and
to educate their children."
Dr. G. R. Burney "I voted yes. Why
should any good American citizen vote
otherwise who knows and appreciates
the resources of bis country? Why are

our mining interests sleeping? Because
we cannot mine gold without pouring its
silver brother into the gulches. The
omnipotent power placed silver and gold
together in our American mines. The
silver obtained has always paid for the
mining and milling of gold. With the
loss of silver no man cares to run his
mines at an expense against his output
of gold. I returned from California last
fall, leaving a country of idle miners and
idle men. It is the same in Colorado
and Nevada today. F. H. Cooper has
the right idea, and I hope to see more of
our business men follow his example.
Give us more silver and let us pay our
small debts. We can pay interest on
our large ones if we get silver enough."
Chicago Record.

SILVER'S CHAMPION.
THE

ROCKY

MOUNTAIN

NEWS
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KstaMsIied
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TERMS OP SUUSRIPTION.
(IX ADVANCE.)
DAILY.
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Oiio year, liy mall
Six months liy mull
Three, months hy mull
One month liy mull
Sniuhiy edit Ion, (111 pa íes,) year
Dully Editions Include the Sunday.

$"
3 75
1.1W
115

ii.'iU
little larger than the average.
The
people in the Id ward
made a linal effort yesterday which maWEEKLY.
terially changed the aspect of the ward
vote. The opponents of free silver bad
Sl.uu
One year, by mail. In advance
Sample copies of either edition on iipplica- what they considered a safe majority in
tl
that ward, but the last day's ballots
gives the double standard a majority of
The N'KWfl Is the only consistent champion
13. The
people forged ahead
of silver in the west, and should lie in every
also in the 4th ward, where they have a
home in the west, and In the hands of every
majority of 37 at the close. The 2"th
miner and business man in New Mexico.
Send In your subscript ions tit once.
and 32d wards are the only ones in
All comniiiiilcntloiis must lie addressed to
which the totals show majorities for the
News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
gold standard. The opponents of free
silver made a very strong showing yesterday in the 61 h and 2i)th wards, but TDo
CLARK- .
it was not sullieient in either case, to
majority.
overcome the
WHITSON-LEITC- H
Here are some expressions of opinion
on the silver question by voters:
The Rev. D. T. Phillips "I was a
long time making up my mind liefore
sending in my vote. This silver quesALBUQUERQUE, X. M.,
EL TASO, TEXAS,
tion has been to me a most perplexing
20,1 Ha Ufttnil A runic.
11!) San Franriwn Si.
one. I wanted to read up on the quesat home, in
tion. I have a scrap-boo- k
Sell reliable goods on easy monthly payments.
which excerpts from The Record and
Can refer to many families with whom they have dealt.
other matter have been pasted, and they
Tuning of Pianos in Grant county attended to.
Write them for catalogue of new style Pianos, Twin y
have helped 1110 more effectually than
free-silv- er

j

pK-nt-

free-silv-

'

free-silv-

MUSICCO.

Piano.
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the Hill?
The Rincón Weekly wants to know
what became of the bill providing for the
levy of five mills on the dollar for counly
purposes. It says:
Mr. Curry introduced the bill at the
request of the county commissioners of
Lincoln county and was present when
it passed both houses; he then took the
hill to the governor and saw him sign
it. In the face of all this the bill is left
out of the laws printed and cannot be
found. If he people of New Mexico can
tolerate such utter carelessness or fas
it appears) wilful abstraction of public
papers they merit still worse treatment
at the hands of their paid public servants.
This levy of five mills was badly needed
by various counties, as the present lew
has proved insullicient; being only aboiit
enough to pay the sheriff's charges for
feeding prisoners etc., In consequence
the counties run more in debt every
year. Would any private individual or
business company permit such a state of
affairs: would they not discharge, and
most likely prosecute, any of their paid
help that allowed such things to happen,
and should not the long suffering people
of New Mexico go and do likewise?
Whether we are ridden by rings of
judges or colonels does not signify; the
fact remains that we are in such a predicament and will remain so until our
people wake tip from their present
lethargy and do something else than
talk. It is to bo hoped that in future
elections the people will bear these
things in mind and vote for no one who
has received money to pass laws for
public or private "snaps, or who has
voted against laws that will act for the
public good.
Where

I

I
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at Nlnety-Tlii'eHouser, father of George
Houser, W. H. Ilonser and Mrs. A. G.
Hood, of this city, died at his residence
in Denver last Monday at 6:40 p. m.
He has been failing rapidly for about
two weeks but passed away quietly of
old age. Mrs. Hood went to Denver
about two wiV'kn ago and Mr. Hood followed last week.
Mr. Houser was one of the oldest men
in Denver where he has resided for a
number of years. He was born in 1802
and was, with perhaps one exception, at
the time of his death, the oldest Mason
in the United States. He was a prominent Knight Templar and at the time of
the conclave in Denver he was shown a
great deal of attention as one of the oldest members of the order in the country.
DUtd

Do You Wmit a (ood Itnnch.
first c'ass ranch in the vicinity of
Aztec, San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
bargain. Farm tools and stock included.
Sheep taken as part payment. If you
mean business, Tun Eaoi.k, Silver City,
N. M., is prepared to give you a bargain.
Write now for particulars.

e.

Damon

A

The city scavenger is gathering in the
dogs upon which no license has been
paid this year. If you value your dog it
would be better to get. a tag without

delay.
The lward of regents of the Normal
school will have another meeting soon to
close up the business of the year.
M. K. White is making some improvements on his building at the corner of
Bullard and Yankie streets.
Quite a nnmlscr of residents of Silver
City will go down on the Mimbres to
spend the Fourth of July.
A brakeman was killed and tvo other
persons injured in a freight wreck
Springer last Sunday.
Born, to the wife of Frank Jones, in
this city, on Monday, June 24, 18s).), a
daughter.
The trains from the east have been
late quite frequently during the past

Mr. C. F. Grayson, who has just returned from an extended trip in the
east, says that business is picking up
and that capital in the east is seeking
profitable investment.. There is a better feeling among business men than
there has been for some months and a
general business revival is expected.
The New Mexican says that fire crack-er- s
are a cheap and effective means of
ridding orchards of destructive birds.
A package of tire crackers in the hands
of an active youngster will not only do
excellent service in the line indicated,
but will afford the youngster great sport.
The plan is worth trying.
The Janeisch mill in the Burros has
been closed down foi the present for
the want of water. The mill has done
splendid work and will probably not.
have to remain idle many weeks. As
soon as the rainy season sets in there
will he plenty of water to keep the mill
riming.

James Harvey has offered a reward for
a diamond which he lost last. Sunday
evening near Black's mill. Mr. Harvey
was going home on his bicycle alsout 9
o'clock in the evening and collided with
a pedestrian on the (lat near the planing
mill. The force of the collision knocked
the diamond somewhere, but it has not
yet been located. Both men were
An order has been given for a comsomewhat braised, but neither was seriplete new equipment for the Southern
ously injured.
Pacific limited trains to be put on next
The recent Episcopal convocation, in fall. The Sunset limited last winter
this city, elected Rev. Edward S. Cross was a success in every way and the comalternate delegate to the general convoca- pany will run two trains a week each
tion of the Episcopal church, which way next winter instead of one as was
meets, at Minneapolis, in October. ,The run last winter.
bishop also appointed Mr. Cross a memThere is talk that the Southern Pacific
ber of the standing committee of New company will remove
its general repair
Mexico, and reappointed hiin as one of shops from Tucson
to Deming. Some
the examining chaplains.
years ago the company had shops at
Mill operators nt Mogollón are having Deming, but they were removed from
some trouble in getting a supply of water that place- and for the past few years
there has leeii no repairing done there.
to keep the mills going. Quite a number of men have been laid off recently,
Santa Fe is going to have a big Fourth
but as soon as the rainy season commen- of July celebration and extends an inces the mills can be put on full time. vitation to all of the people of
the terriThere is plentyjof ore in the camp to keep tory to come to the capital ami hel p celthe mills going for anumlerof years yet ebrate. The Santa Fe has made a rate
to come.
of one fare for the round trip.
Misa M. R. Koehler and Eugene WarThe bicyclists of this city will have a
ren left yesterday morning for New grand parade on Saturday evening of
York state where they will spend the this week. There are enough
cyclers in
summer vacation.
town to make quite an imposing parade.

iu-a- r

week.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Gooch have gone
to California to spend the summer.
Mrs. Joseph Williams, of Pinos Altos,
is ill.

There are Indians out in this county.
They are Yaquis and seven of them were
seen by Peler Hall, who talked with
them at Five Mile canon yesterday.
No soldiers were in sight.

-

Coin's Financial School
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has made more converts to the silver cause than any other publication. We will send it free to any
one paying a year's subscription to
Tub Eagle in advance. Send $2
and get Tup: Eaouc and this valu- able book. Address
Thk Eacílk,
Silver City, N. M.
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SHE TOOK THE BID.
sowed here; the seeds of the wild
Charitably Inclined Young Traveler celery, which gives flavor to
the
Makes a tinoil Caul.
of the Potomac and th,
A good woman whose heart is set Chesapeake,
have been sown, and th
upon raising money for charity is not seeds of the "wokus," on which
ducks
A

easily turned from her purpose. Such
a woman, according to the New York
Herald, was on a steamer from Liverpool last summer. Most of her pocket-mone- y
she is represented as a millionaire's daughter is devoted to the East
Side mission, and in addition she
spends much of her leisure in crocheting wonderful and useless things,
which she persuades her wealthy
friends and admirers to buy at fabulous
prices for the benefit of the poor.
On the steamer she did little else but
crochet things and then sell them except that she spent considerable time
in filling a diary. Some of the friends
whom she had inveigled into buying
fancy work fell into the tridc of laughing at her about her diary, and finally
entered into a little conspiracy.
"I say, now, Miss Ulank," said one,
"we have decided to strike. We are
not going to help your tenement-hous- e
heathens another cent's worth unless
you sell us your diary. How much will
you take for it?"
"How much will you give?" asked
the girl, after a little reflection.
The man offered five dollars. That!
was too little, the young lady declared,
and finally, one thing leading to another, she put the precious volume up
at auction. The gentlemen, never
.dreaming that she could be in earnest,
piled bid upon bid, till the price stood
at sixty-fiv- e
dollars.
"It is yours, Mr. Jones," said the
girl; "but remember my terms are spot
cash, and you must let me make a eopv
of it."
The laugh was on Jones, and his
companions forced him to pay the
money on the spot. Miss Blank delivered the diary, and of course there was
nothing for the joker to do but to return it unopened, with his compliments.

fatten at the Klamath lakes, have been
planted; but none of them flourished.
The June rise of the Columbia is a very
different thing from what any of these
plants have been accustomed to, and
covers them with several feet ef water,
just at the time when they should be
makin;r their growth,
if something
junnot be done to preserve the native
plant.; on whiah the ducks, geese, and
swan feed the next generation will
'.live no wildfowl shooting on the
Sauvies island.
HAD TO SEE THE BALL GAME.
bi.lxIphlH

Lawyor
llrciik un

Who Refused

l.DKiiK-men-

BORENSTEINBROS.
TEN CENT STORE.
Drivea in DRY GOODS and
CLOTHING!
Special Bargains in LADIES',
GENTS' and CHILDREN'S
SHOES.
Also a full line of GLASSWARE and CROCKERY.
We sell everything CHEAP
FOR CASH.

Mogollón Stage Line.

to

Stage Leaves Silver City For

t.

lawyer with his client called one
day at the ofllee of a gentleman who is
considered to be one of the leading
men of the Philadelphia bar.
The
lawyers had an important case and he
wanted tb take the legal big gun
in as adviser, says the Philadelphia Times. He explained his business and said he and his client
would be back in the afternoon.
"I won't be here then," said the
legal giant. "I have an engagement
at three o'clock, and I won't be here
after that hour." "But there is a five
thousand dollar fee in this for you," explained the younger lawyer. "Can't
help it; I won't be here. You will have
to come
"But my client can't come
A
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Mogollón

days at
Office

Every day Except

Sun-

8 a. in.

at Wells Fargo

& Co's Ex-

press Office.
NOTICE FOH l'UIIUCATION.

Land Office

at Las

Chuces. N. M.,
June 5, 1MI.Í. f
VOTICE IS HEUEBY GIVEN THAT THE
i following-mime- d
settler has tiled not leu
of Ills Intention to make II mil proof In support of Ills eliilm, and Unit said proof will be,
made before the I'rolmte Judge or l'robntu
Clerk at Silver City. X. M.. on July IX, lMfi,
viz: Dora E. Koss. widow of Joseph I!. Koss,
deceased, who made lid. application No. 1M71
for the e '4 e H. sec. and e V, e H and
I
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Ilu names the following wit nesses to prove
Ills continuous residence upon and cultiva- Hon or. said land, viz:
Silver City. N. M.
of
Daniel Hennelt.
"Well, I qan't break my engage- Calvin
I'leni'v.
ment." said the senior. After some Clinton Dlminlck. " IMnos Altos. X. M.
furthi-i- talk it was agreed that a meet- NellH'H Dlmnilck.
Any person who desires to protest against
ing be held that night.
That after- t he allowance of such proof, or who knows of.
any
substantial reason, under the law and
noon, having nothing else to do, the
regulations oi tne interior department,
young lawyer and his client went to a uic
why such proof should not be allowed, will be
ball game. The first man they saw in- given an opportunity at the iiIhivu menthe
time i nd place to i
side the grounds was the great lawyer, tioned
witnesses of said claimant, and to offer eviwho was hurrahing for the "Phillies" dence In rebuttal of that submitted by
John 1). Huyan.
with all the vigor of his lungs.
That claimant.
Kegistcr.
-

was bis important engagement. NeedAdministrator' Notice
less to say the lawyer's practice nets
IS HF.UEHY GIVEN THAT THE
VOTICE
enough
him
money each year to make i mt lerslgned has been an)ointed adminisAn Eipirlinent with Chinese Plant
on
him independent.
Columbia Mlnuzh Lilies.
trator of the estate of ('liarles Sclimldt.lately
decease I, mid that all persons having claims
The carp having played havos with
anal ist said estate, an also a persons who
A Romance of the Peerage.
the wapatoes in the sloughs and pond i
aro Indebted to tliesame.iire hereby required
In
a
very
interesting
article,
"The
to p 'esent the same to him on or licforc the
on Sauvies island, on wlihh the duiks,
Wives of Eminent Statesmen," in the exp ration of one year from and after the
geese and swan used to feed, Mr.
of his appoint ment at the probate court
Woman at Home, we read of a romance ditt
hi and for Grant count v New Mexico.
Ileeder, of Reeder's Landing, has seIt. T. Link.
with
connected
marriage
the
of
the
cured a lot of Chinese wapatoes, which
May 31. IWt
present
oí
marquis
and
marchioness
will
as
plant
an experiment, and, if
he
A judge's daughter was not
Administratrix' Notice.
they do well, will try to introduce Salisbury.
VOTICE IS HEUEIIV GIVEN THAT THE
them in the hikes, etc., says the Port- considered a sufllcient match for tho : undersigned has been appointed
t!ie esl ite or J. I . It.m itely deland Oregonhn.
The Chinese here son of a marquis. The late Lord Salisand that all persons liuviiri claims
consume a great many wapatoes. p.n 1 bury tried to prevent the match, but as ceased,
uiul also all persons who
son, then Lord Robert Cecil, was ajalnst said estate, sume,
also bring over from China many whijh his
are hereby required
U"c indebted to tlie
persistent,
he
so
1 pros."il t "Iií s i ll 1 li r o I or before the
far
relented
as
to
are of a different species, being largvr
from
and after the
expiration of one year
and rounder.
The only improvement make terms. These were that Lord (I ile of her appointment at. the probate court
they will be on the native kind ü that Robert should undertake not to see or iu and for Grunt county New Mexico.
Doha Koss.
they are too large for a carp to communicate with Miss Alderson for June I. Wt
nn
entire
year.
young
The
stooil
lover
swallow, while the ducks, etc., eau
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
perhaps bite them in pieces and swallow the test, and at the close of the year ho
obtained
his
consent;
father's
the
but
them.
limine :
Several efforts have been made to marquis, while continuing his allowFleinirg and
introduce plants on the island which ance of six hundred pounds a year, devicinity.
clined
to
increase
So
it.
runs
tho
might attract the waterfowl and take
the place of the wapatoes and widgeon story; and it has been said that the
Post office:
of doing something for his own
weed, but all such attempts have
.Silvt r Citv,
Mipport
may
have
to
assisted
develop
proved failures. Wild rice bythesa.k
:m.
the
noble
lord's
talent.
lias been brought from Wiujonuin and
NEW

FOOD FOR WILD

FOWL.

I

I

iidinln-klratrix-
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BEES

FORM FRIENDSHIPS.

Kzperieuros of n Young Man to Whom
They Took a Liking.

"I always loved bees," said the young
d
man in
glasses behind the
dairy counter as he handed down a
honeycomb for the inspection of an idle
customer, according to the New York
Sun. "When
was on the farm," he
continued, "I could go all about the
hives and not get stuug, and none of
the others dared go near the bees. We
used to have an old farmer come around
and tend to the swarms, but one day
when I was a boy working in the fields
I heard a great humming noise up in
the air and saw a swarm
Well, I picked up a tin pan that was
there and hammered on it till the bees
settled on the end of a fence rail. Then
I thought I could tend to the swarm as
well as the old farmer, so I got an old
hive, washed it out with honey and water, rubbed my hands and arms with
burdock juice and honey water, and
went at the bees. I got them off that
rail by the handful and they never
gold-bowe-

stung me.
"After that I regularly tended to the
bees. Whenever there
a swarm I
s
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have driven the Clydesdales and English shire horses out of the American markets, and the smoothly turned,
trappy, rapid walking, active Normana
and Pereherons are the result of the
capture of the horses of the Mamelukes
by Napoleon in Egypt. Their blood
linos were so strong that the grays predominate, and it is a common occurrence to see horses that weigh upwards
of one thousand pounds with the clear-cu- t
head, wide throttle,
car and beautiful, mild eye of the Arab
sharp-pointe-

d

type- -

TOO MANY

GIRLS.

:t Tiny Va In China When Such li
tlm Cine.
As maid-of-awork, the Chinaman
has won a fair reputation; but he is undoubtedly wrong on the woman ques-:UO il

ll

correspondent of Frank
tells of her Chinese servan Ls 1 couliur conduct when twin girls
were born to the household.
Sue Kung had been with us three
yours, when twin daughters blessed
our home. Ho came in to look at them,
and laid a new coin on their pillows
::nd some tiny cups under the crib, and
then asked: "Him girls or she boys?"
We said, two girls. His face was a
study, and wildly waving his hands,
with the gesture of wringing the neck
of a fowl, he said:
"Too much girlie; ling hims neck in
China. Too much girlie cost too
muehee; allee time want nice clothes.
Too much boys good, 'cause they makee
muchce money in the banks."
When he came in the next morning
he said: "Me likee you belly (very)
much, but me no likee to stay in any
place where him gettee two girlies allee
same time."
He made us numerous and elegant
presents, such as beautifully embroidered mantel draperies and highly colored silk handkerchiefs, and some pretty china trinkets and ornaments for
"them too much girlies," and left our
A

rolled up my sleeves, took off my shoes
and hat, and went at them. I have
taken them from all sorts of places, but
I was never stung only once. They'd
light on my head by the dozen and
crawl through my hair. That used to
send cold chills down by back. Sometimes my arms were so covered with
bees that from wrist to elbow you
couldn't sec the flesh. The one time
when I was stung I had found a swarm
on a high limb and was se wing it off, and
at the same time holding on to it that it
should not fall to the ground witli the
bees. In doing this I squeezed one of
the bees, and it flew straight at my
temple and stung me just above the
eye. Since I left the farm the folks have
given up the bee business. There's no
doubt about it, bees like some folks and
hate others, and I don't know any rea- sinploy.
son for the difference."

Carriage Shafts of Pulp.

NAPOLEON'S

HOUSES.

The Little Corporal Wu Very I'ond of thn
Noblu AnimuU.
In the present revival of interest in

Napoleon, little attention lias been paid
love for horses. A study of this
side of his nature would reveal some interesting fucts. In Egypt Napoleon ordered the capture of every horse ridden
by the Mamelukes where capture was
possible. Nearly every horse taken was
shipped to France, as many of them
were of the Arab type. One of the
ships on which some of the captured
horses were shipped was wrecked in attempting to escape from a English frigate. Another ship on which Junot
sailed was captured, and Junot was
made a prisoner. When Napoleon heard
the news, he expressed more regret for
the loss of tho horses than he did for
that of his favorite, secretary, afterward marshal of France.
The horses that arrived safely on
French soil have left their mark on tho
horses of France and this country.
Tlicir descendants can be seen every
day 0:1 the streets of New York. They

to his

New uses are being constantly found
for wood pulp, says an exchange. One
of the latest devices is the manufacture
of carriage shafts, wood pulp (in conjunction with iron) being the chief material, with a covering of leather. Patents for tho invention have been taken
out in France, England and Belgium,
and it is claimed that the shafts are
very strong and unbreakable, a point
regarded a.i important, so far as safety
of passengers is concerned.
These
shafts are already in use in Paris, and
they are appreciated by cab owners,
not only for their strength, but for
their comparative cheapness.

AMONG TOYMAKZKS.
1H8 Am

ilu

II. Udwur.lH Tel:

o" What Slie

the !'u"H of X. L'lrlt-h-.
In her story of the toymakers of the
Tyrol, Miss Amelia 11. Edwards, in her
"Untrodden Peaks," mentions many an
interesting visit to the homes of the
working people of St. Ulrich, where so
many toys are made.
"In one house," runs the account,
"we found an old, old woman at work,
Magdalena Paldauf by name. She
carved cats, dogs, wolves, sheep, goats
and elephants. She has made these six
animals her whole life long, and she
has no idea how to cut anything else.
She makes them in two sizes, and she
turns out as nearly as possible a thousand of them a year. She has no model
or drawing of any kind to work by, but
goes on steadily, unerringly, using
gouges of different sizes and shaping
out her cats, dogs, wolves, sheep, goats
and elephants with an ease and an
amount of truth to nature that would
be clever if it were not utterly mechanical. Magdalena Paldauf learned from
her mother how to carve these six animals, and her mother had learned, in
like manner, from her grandmother.
Magdalena has now taught the art to
her own granddaughter; and so it will
go on being transmitted for generations."
In another house Miss Edwards found
the whole family carving skulls and
erosiones for fixing at the bases of
crucifixes, for the wood carving of
Grodner Thai is religious in its nature
as well as amusing. In other houses
there were families that carved rocking horses or dolls or other toys, and in
still other houses there were families
of painters.
"In one house," says the gifted
authoress, "we found about a dozen
girls painting gray horses with black
points. In another house they painted
only red horses with white points. It
is a separate branch of the trade to
putat saddles and headgear. A good
hand will paint twelve dozen horses a
day, each horse being about one foot in
length, and for these she is paid fifty-fiv- e
soldi, or about t vo shillings three
pence English."
Saw In

PARTIES OF SHOPPERS.
Ac oniplluli L
Tliuri

I

h nnl
oe

Try the Clorki More

mi Individual.

Is there any season of tho year when
women don't "shop?"
I suppose there must be, but I declare
whenever 1 visit one of the mammoth
emporiums, it is filled with the fair
ones, as busy as bees.
They generally hunt in couples, or
even in threes or fours, and tho shopmen and women rather resent this.
For, if Miss Jones ia alone, she lias
A Neat Rejoinder.
On a crowded elevator a young wom- only one mind to make up. Hut a quaran arose, upon tho entrance of an tette means four times the work, or
elderly one, and with a wave of the so the employes have often assured
hand toward the seat, which the new- me.
For instance:
comer seemed reluctant to accept, said:
"Oh, that's just lovely!
I've been
"Ago before beauty." "Thank you,"
was the reply, as the newcomer looking for that all day. Can you let
dropped into the seat; "but one would me have fourteen yards?"
"Yes'm."
need glasses to see the beauty." "PerThe shopman unrolls the Bilk and
haps." was rejoinea, quietly; "but none
'.ikes out his scissors.
would be required to see the age."

THE KAMI.K: WEDNESDAY,
"Wait a moment. Jennie, do you
like that for me?"
Jennie likes it very mueh, and again
the scissors flash in the air.
'What do you think of it, Emma?"
Emma has her doubts, and Susie is
quite sure it won't be becoming.
"Oh, then wait! You needn't cut
that off. I'll look at something else."
The shopman pockets his scissors,
and brings out a sigh instead, for the
bevy in time float away, and that sale
is dished.
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STAGE VIANDS.
The Kind of Food Furnished to Acton In
the Flays.
When actors partake of a repast on
the stage the miJs of many in the au-

dience ask: "Are the viands real?" The
answer is, sometimes they are and
sometimes they are not. One of Mr.
Salvini's
productions was
recent
"Friend Fritz," in which there is a
typical stage breakfast.
The writer happened to be behind
the scenes on the first night of the play
in Philadelphia, and he overheard a
THE HORSELESS AGE.
conversation not intended for the ears
Electricity Will Soon Drive the Useful of the audience, between Fritz and
Animal Off the Street.
Hanezo while seated at the table.
Dr. Chauncey M. Depew, who was From the remarks it will be learned
asked whether ho thought the horse precisely what constituted the menu.
was doomed, said: "I imagine that one
"Just taste this bisque and give me
fine morning we will wake up with ap- your opinion," said Fritz aloud.
The
paratus ready to take us to our offices soup was tasted in silence.
Then
by an automobile carriage, or, per- Hanezo remarked sotto voce: "It's
chance, through the air. Hut in spite awful, governor; there's no salt in it,"
of my full belief in the electric carriage then aloud: "Delicious! delicious!" to
of the future 1 doubt whether the serv- which Frederick replied:
"Perfect!
ices of the horse will ever be entirely perfect!"
dispensed with. I cannot conceive our
Enter Catherine with the fish, which
active Americans adapting themselves was a half loaf of rye bread cut in the
to the pursuit of pleasure in carriages form of a fish and garnished with letmoved by electricity or by any other tuce and floating in a gravy of soup.
kind of motor but the horse. What
Joseph's violin was heard by the auhas made the bicycle so universally dience while the fish was being served,
popular but the one fact that it per- but not Fritz's remarks when he whismits of action on the part of the rider, pered: "Eat the fish, boys." "I can't,
that it affords excitement? For similar governor," said Hanezo; "rye bread
. reasons the carriage horse will al- doesn't agree with me."
ways have friends and admirers; his
The pork pie was next served, but
style, action and movement canno. be instead of pork it contained apples.
duplicated or imitated. As to the "Aha!" exclaimed Fritz aloud, "this is
ordinary everyday horse, he is certain- your favorite dish a pork pie," to
ly doomed. The extent to which elec- which Hanezo replied with a jolly
tricity has discredited and replaced laugh, and then whispered: "Governor,
him is exemplified by the fact that it I can t eat pie, I m banting."
no longer pays to breed horses that
The Rhine wine and claret were gencommand but a moderate price."
uine, and the glasses were always set
down empty. This is accounted for by
Every Home Its Own Uo tor
the fact that Salvini is too good an
A striking instance of animal inItalian to drink a poor quality of wine,
stinct, or "horse sense," is levealed by and the bottles generally contain the
the actions of an old horse owned by best that can be purchased.
Henry Root, a prosperous farmer of
"In New York," said Mr. Salvini to
Wissahiekon, says the Philadelphia In- the writer a little later, "a friend of
Mr. Root's horse .has been mino presented me with a bottle of port
quirer.
troubled for months with rheumatism that was said to be forty years old, and
of the entire body, and all the treatthe company drank it before the audiment of learned veterinarians failed to ence, which no doubt tlvought it to be
relieve the suffering of the animal. cold tea or burnt sugar and water. Hut
One day, upon being turned into the the breakfast scene was played with an
meadow, the horse pawed up the earth unusual amount of earnestness and acwith his hoof and stooped down to lick curacy that night."
up the dirt. Almost immediately the
beneficial effects were noticeable, and
FIRST WATCH EVJR MADE.
ever since the rheumatic horse has
It
Wu Constructed or Iran mi.l Ii MUI In
taken his daily dose of mud to the exRunning Or Ict.
tent of nearly a half peck per day. He
hundred and seventy-fiv- e
three
About
is almost entirely cured.
years ago the first waUh was m.v.l j.
and it is still in running onLt. Clo.ihs
Art o I 111 nene 11
t!i .'
The Chinese burglar takes an ingre- were made long before watches,
aboui, the
dient of his own, burns it and blows y oar 000 after Christ being
with wheel work i,
the smoke through the keyhole of the time when cloaks
bedroom where the master of the house the power being given by hanintf
Hut those
is asleep. The fumes dull the senses of weights, were first made.
stationary.
Later on
were
timepieces
to
enough
make
him
the victim just
helpless, while at the same time per- smaller clocks were made, but it was
mitting him to see and hear everything not until the beginning of tho sixteenth
an ingenious locksmith of
that goes on in the room. The only century that constructed
a portable
antidote against the charm is pure wa- Nuremberg
ter, and most of the wealthy Chinese watch made entirely of iron.
A private oollejtion recently brought
sleep with a basin of this near their
to New Yoi'I: from Herlin contains the
heads.

first watch that was ever made, and one
is still in working order an iron
watch of Peter Henlein, now universally accepted as the inventor of the pocket watch, who was a locksmith of Nuremberg, and was born in 1480. The
present watch was made certainly not
later than 1520. The works are entirely
of iron. The back of the case and the
cover, which are of bronze, and the
dial, are beautifully ornamented with
arabesques of ingenious design, cut
into the surface and delicately chased.
The dial is divided into twelve hours,
but has no minute marks on the spaces.
Above the figure 12 there is a small
thorn, and above each of tho other
figures a small knob, for convenience of
feeling the time at night. The early
watches had but one hand, the hour
hand and the mainspring, of hardened
iron, had no casing, but was merely
confined by four pillars supporting the
back plate.

that
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HIGH HAND.

The Cosmopolitan's Many Holes In Many
Landi.
operation of robThe

bing Peter to pay Paul was lately revived on a large scale at Lyons by a
man with a Russian name, who speaks
in
eight languages, and is
Paris. While in the capital the swindler gave hiihsclf out to be a great
Muscovite magnate, and so dazzled the
proprietor of a music hall and tavern
that the Russian hymn was played m
the sham prince strutted proudly
through the place. At Lyons the prisoner induced some persons to join him
in an alleged purchase of picture:;,
which were to be resold at a profit. Ho
obtained large advances from one set
of victims, and then repaid the others
with interest. The supposed Russian
also represented that he was about to
purchase the collection of Prince Paolo
Horghese, and showed forged documents in proof of these assertions, lie
obtained about six hundred pounds in
this manner, and then decamped to
Madrid, where he was arrested. The
accused caused some merriment in
court when, as tho president reminded
him that he had also passed as a prince
in Italy, ho answered: "Hah! in that
country a man who eats macaroni is a
count, and whoever orders a fillet of
beef is a prince." The cosmopolitan
swindler was sentenced to three years'
imprisonment.
well-know- n

j

DresseJ Mors.

The dogs at the French watering-place- ,
Trouville, are a source of unfailing amusement. A white terrier belonging to Comtesss do Hreteuil had on
white doeskin leggings the other day
when it was muddy, and a correspondent counted live different coats on one
white pug one day, all embroidered
with heraldry.
Training Elanieso Youth.

Every year a number of boys are
sent from Siam by the king to England
to learn different things. One learns
upholstery, one learns typewriting,
one loams languages, one learns
and so on. When they return to
Siain oauli takes with him some different information to impart to other

e,

ltt
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
practico In nil the courts of tho

Delegate to Congress
Governor
Secretary

Catron,
Thomas
W. T. Thornton,
Lorlon Miller,
Thomas Smith,
H.

terriOllico corner Texas and
Sprint? streets.
SILVER CITY
NEW MEXICO.

tory.

N. C. Collier,

II.

TAMES 8. FIELDER.

"

Directory.

11.

Chief

1

Hamilton,

I

The firxt of

American Neivspapera,

CHARLES A.DANA, Editor.

Associates

N. B. LaiiKhlln,

ATTORNEY AT LAW,
'" jir'"'t'w"lr "lteL

Justice

)
u. i. nanlz,
W. B. Walton, Clerk Third Judicial District
F.
Charles
Easley,
Surveyor General
N M
Charles M. Shannon.
II. S. Collector
B.
Hcmmlniiway,
J.
U.S. District Attorney
PICKETT,
L.
V . S. arshal
Edward
Hall,
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
II. W. Loomls.
Deputy U.S. Marshal
SILVER CITY,
W.
M
IT.
N.
Fleming,
S. Coal Mine Inspector
J.
J. 11 Walker. Santa Fe Register Land Office
A
H. HARLLEE,
Pedro Delgado. Santa Fo Rec'v'r Land Office
A..
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
John I). Bryan, LnsCruccs Reg'r Land Office
District Attorney for Comities of Grant and J. P. Asen rute. Las Cruces, Rec'v'r L'd Office
Reg'r Land Office
Richard Young, Roswell
Sierra.
G. Cosgrove, Roswell,
Rec'v'r Land office
SILVER CITY
n. M. W.
W. W. Boyle, Clayton.
Reg'r Land Office
II. O. Pickets. Clayton,
Rec'v'r Land Office
JOHN M. OINN,
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
TKRKITORIAIj.
Will practice In all the Courts of tho
.
J. P. Victory.
Solicitor General
SILVER CITY.
N jj
J. II. Crist. Santa Fe.
District attorney
R. L. Young. Las Cruces.
"
"
P T. PHILLIPS
T. N. Wllkerson. Alb'que.
v. I'HYKKIIAX
A. H. Harllee. Sliver City,
Kvvavnx
"
M.
"
II.
UHIce at Bailey's driiu Store. Rooms at
Daughcrty. Socorro,
"
"
A. A. Jones, Las Vegas,
Dr. Ifallev's resldenci.
"
"
John Franklin. Eddy.
SILVER CITY
N. M Jose Segura.
Librarian
H. S. Clancy,
Clerk Supreme Court
E. II. Berginann.Siiperlntendent Penitentiary
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Geo. W. Kaneltel.
Adjutant General
) A. M.
Treasurer
U. Silver City Chapter. No. 3. at Masonic Samuel Eldodt.
Auditor
Mall. Heplar convocations on 3d Wednes- Marcelino Garcia.
Chavez,
Amado
Supt. of Schools
day evunlnn of each month. All companions
M. S. Hart,
Coal
Oil
Inspector
Invited to attend.
E. Cosuiiovk, h. P.
Pkiifiv H. Lady, Sec'y,

SILVER CIT

HL.

Tho American Constitution, tho American
Idea, tho American Spirit. Theso first, last,
and all the time, forever.
Daily, by mail

ifl

a year

Dally and Sunday, by mall

$8

a year

The Weekly

1

a

year

l01,1-01"-

An

P. & A. M.

COITHT

OP PIIIVATE

I.ANtl CLAIMS.

1. Silver City Lodge. No. 8. Meets at MasonJoseph R. Reed, of Iowa. Chief Justice.
City Nafl Hank, the
or fiefore the full moon
Associate Just Ices Wilbur F. Stone, of Coeach month. All visiting brothers Invited
to lorado; Thomas C. Fuller of North Carolina;
attend.
o. Bknnktt. W. M.
William M. Murray, of Tennessee; Henry C.
I'kuuy B. Lady, Sec'y.
Sluss. of Kansas.
Malt G. Reynolds,
of Missouri, United
( K. S.
V. Silver City ;'liH)tpr No. 3. O. E. 8. Meets States Attorney.
every st iind.hl Tuesday In each month at
Masonic Hull. Mus. E. C. T. Wahiikn, W. M.
Mils. iki,i,y H. Lady, Sec'y.
R. V. Newsham,
Probate Judge
'
N. A. Ilollcli.
T O.O.E.
Treasurer
1. .las L. KldKoly Encampment No. 1. meets E. M.Young.
I'rohate Clerk
Baylor
Shannon,
Sherlir
tl.e2dad4th Wednesdays of each month. A.k Laird.
Collector
Isltlntt patriarchs cordially Invited.
Assessor
A. E. Atkins. C. 1', T. N. Guilders.
G. R. Brown,
J. J. Kki.i.y, Scrllie.
Surveyor
J. N. Upton.
Commissioner
I O. 0. V.
A.J.Clark.
Commissioner
I . Isaac TUTanv Lodtfe. No. lit, meets at
Thomas Foster
Commissioner
re lows' Hall. Itank biilldlna. Thursday ev' H. T. Link.
i'liool Superintendent
eiiliiKs. Memljcrsof tho order cordially Invited to attend.
ij
r p. Jonin
city
Chaui.ks O. ItKl.u Sec'y.
J. W. Fleming,
Mayor
T O. O. P.
W. Carter.
Treasurer
1. Helen Uxigo. No. 7, Uelekah Ocureo J.Wm.
F. LnrciiK.
Clerk
Meetings-seco- nd
and fourth
Frank Wright,
Attorney
ea,-,nonth atl,all,.f I.S Tliranyi,UN." C.
L.
Cautley,
Marshal
1.1. Itank
building Mus.M.A.Ciiii.dkiw.N.O
Miss Pkaki, Dothon. Sec'y
HOARD OF EDUCATION.
V OF P.
C. Bennett.
Wm. Brahni.
r....l,
R. L. Powol,
m. . Isltlmr 1,'iil.rl.lu
.v....... o
I....!....!
i
Lrii
in.
J. E. White, c. C
J.J. SllEltlDAN, K. U& S.'
COUNCII.MEN.
ic Hall, over Silver
J lnirsday evening on

The Sunday Sun
is tho greatest Sunday Newspaper
in the world.
Price 5c. a copy.

By mail,

$2

a year.

Address THE HllN, New York.

RHEUM AT
LUMBAGO

SCIATICA,
LAME BACK,

DEBILITY, Etc.

-

O, U.

W.
Meets on tho 1st and
J,
month, l'ellow workmen
A

ikl

E. M. YotiNO. Rec.

C. L.

Tuesday of each
cordially Invited.
Canti.ky, M. F.

M. K. White.
Martin Malier

Jas. Glllett.

Geo. D. Jones.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
L. A.

Skelly

vhM

WHY BE SICK
When a trifle will buy the greatest healing
Invention pf the day?
Nanden's Electric

lr.
Kelt In a completo body battery for
and guaranteed, or money
refunded. It will euro without medicino
KlieiiinntlNni, I.nmbago, Nclntlca, Lame
Hack, Kidney and l.lver 4'oniplulnfs,
Nervous Debility, WeaknesN, I. onsen,
Drains and all effect of early Indiscretion or excess. To weak men It Is f be
greatest possible boon, as the mild,
soothing electric current is applied
direct to the nerve renters and improvements are felt from the first hour lined.

St. George Robinson
Assistant Chief
Silver City Post Oltiee.
C. C!.
Foreman. R. It. Hose Co,
Office open dally except Sunday from 8 a.m Sieve i liltehlll
hle
Foreman,
W. F. Hose Co
J.
to i p. m.
. 1'. Loronz. Foreman. Hooli and
LadderOo
Open Sundays from It to (l:4o (l, m,
00
hour after arrival of railway mall.
ATCHISON,
TOPEKA
SANTA FE
Money order department open dally except
Sundays from 8 a. m.toOp.m.
A pocket edition of the celebrated electro
RAILROAD TIME TABLE.
Mall closes for Fort Bayard, Central. Hanmedical work,
In Effect Juno O. 1HH.
over, Georgetown and allrallroad points dal-

ly

at U:25 a.m.

Mall closes for Mogollón and all Intermediate points at 8 a. in., Mondays, Wednesdays

and Fridays.
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
Sundays at 4:15 p. m.
.
Mail arrives from the east, west and south
dally at 4 p. ni.
Mall arrives from Mogollón and Intermediate points at 7 a. m.. Wednesdays, Fridays
and Sundays.
Mall arrives from Pinos Altos dally except
Sudays tt U::m a. in.
L. A.Skrm.y. Postmaster

No.

HI,

Arrives.
4:00 p. in.
"
1:10
"
12:40
11:45 a. m.
"
10:40
H:05

'

5:20 a. m.

Lea ve.

No. 805.

DESTINATION.

Sliver City
Denting
Nutt
'

Kincnn
Las Cruces
El Paso

Departs.
0:55 a. m.
12:25 p. m.
12:50 a. ni.
1:40 p. in.
1:20

5:(H
7:40 p. m.
A

John

"
"

ni ves.

H. Mi'imik. Agent.

"Three Classes of Men

illustrated, is sent free, sealed, by mail upon
application. Every young, middlo-age- d
or old man suffering tho slightest weakness
should read it. It will show an easy, miro

and speedy way to regain strength and
health when everything else has failed.

The SANDEN ELECTRIC CO.,
Ko. 020 Sixteenth St., Denver, Col.
Also New York, fhlcafro dc London, Eng.
Largest

Electro-Medic-

Concern in tho World!

